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Water and wellness in its beginnings
To create is to dream. This is how Jacuzzi® was born.
10 reasons to choose Jacuzzi®

Jacuzzi®, much more than just a name
The scientific basis behind Jacuzzi® wellness 

Whirpool bath and steam & shower cabin
Hydromassage: domestic hydrotherapy
Jacuzzi® jets give a powerful and targeted massage
Choose your Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath
Additions to wellness
The details make a difference
The unique nature of  the Jacuzzi® design

Whirlpool baths
Nova
Aura
Aura Corian®

J-sha
Opalia
Opalia Corian®

Sharp
Aquasoul
Classic
Conforto
Energy

Steam & shower cabins
The wellness comes from above
The shower for hydrotherapy
Shower and hydromassage
The fourth dimension of  wellness
Functions and emotions
Frame
Ωmega
Essteam

Non jetted bath
Freestanding
Inset Back to wall/Corner

Jacuzzi® Service: you’re in safe hands
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Water and wellness
in its beginnings

The first person to understand the potential of  water was 
the Greek philosopher Thales who saw water as a primordial 
element, the origin of  all things. But it was the Romans who 
first put into practice the benefits that water gave to the body 
and mind and who introduced bathing as a refined daily activity. 
Numerous thermal spas were built throughout the empire, 
offering wellness enhanced by marble and mosaics. The Middle 
Ages was a dark period in which the pursuit of  wellness was 
considered a sin, but between 1700 and 1800 hydrotherapy 
stations began to flourish again, places in which the bourgeois 
nobility spent their free time. Water became synonymous with 
health and the most diverse practices were created to deliver a 
range of  targeted benefits, from thalassotherapy based on the 
use of  sea salt, to the alternating of  hot and cold water. The 
turning point was at the end of  the 19th Century in Germany 
with the industrial production of  enamelled cast iron bathtubs 
which was followed by the evolution that led to baths with 
integrated hydrotherapy systems, patented by Jacuzzi®.
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The first invention was a new concept for propeller design 
adopted by the United States Air Force, prologue of  the 
first enclosed cabin monoplane patented in 1920. From 
here, a series of  insights would open up new perspectives. 
From the invention of  an irrigation pump that was a huge 
success with American farmers, to the creation of  the 
Frostifugo, a high powered fan that blew warm air over 
crops to combat frost.

Each of  us has a dream. The history of  Jacuzzi® began 
here. From the creativity, the energy, the ability to 
anticipate what people’s dreams will be. And then, make 
them come true. Over a century ago, Francesco, Rachele 
and Valeriano Jacuzzi, left Italy to seek their fortune, 
and headed for California. Within a few years, Gelindo, 
Candido, Giocondo and Giuseppe had joined them to 
found Jacuzzi Bros. The year was 1915 and a story that  
was out of  the ordinary was beginning to take shape, 
the result   of  ability and resourcefulness, ingenuity and 
innovative spirit.

To create is to dream.
This is how Jacuzzi® was born.

Each idea led to another idea. Until 1956, when Candido 
made a virtue of  necessity. In order to relieve the pain 
from the severe rheumatoid arthritis of  his youngest child, 
he created   the first submersible pump for the bathtub.
The J-300® was born, a jet pump that synthesizes the 
curative effects of  hydrotherapy. 

1968 was the year of  change. Candido’s design was 
reworked by his nephew Roy, who designed a bath with 
integrated jets and a hydromassage system. The basis of  
every Jacuzzi® model.

From this point the story tells of  evolution and steady 
growth aimed at wellness for people. A model that has 
overcome geographical boundaries, but remains firmly 
anchored to the roots and the innovative spirit that  
still remains the most important asset of  the Jacuzzi®  
brand with its more than 250 international patents,  
it is an example of  excellence in the development of  
technologically advanced products with unique design.
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10 reasons to choose Jacuzzi®

1. More than 50 years experience
Jacuzzi®

 has been producing hydromassage baths and showers 
since the 60s. It was the Jacuzzi brothers who designed and 
launched the first whirlpool bath. Since then, Jacuzzi®

 technicians 
have patented hundreds of  designs and innovative products.  

2. Hydromassage carried out to perfection
Jacuzzi®

 hydromassage is unique: the careful work that  
combines technology, ergonomics and design, produces a 
beneficial effect that is still unmatched. The positioning of  the  
nozzles at 30°, with jets that can be positioned in any direction, 
allows all the muscle groups to feel the deep, effective  and 
healthy hydromassage.  

5. Wellness for the whole family 
Enjoying quality time and taking care of  yourself  is among the 
main benefits. Immersing yourself   in a Jacuzzi®

 bath, taking a  
break in a shower cubicle with hydromassage and steam bath, 
away from the pressures of  everyday life is good for your  
health and wellbeing. Regular use leads to better circulation by  
increasing the blood flow in any part of  the body and can be 
essential for maintaining a healthy lifestyle for all the members  
of  your household.  

6. Jacuzzi®
 Design 

Jacuzzi®
 has always been a pioneer in aesthetics: we design and 

develop our products working with the greatest Italian and 
international designers. This means that the best in domestic 
hydromassage technology produces its highly effective results in 
models with modern design.  

7. Jacuzzi® products durability 
Looking inside a Jacuzzi®

 whirlpool Bath is like taking a look 
under the bonnet of  a luxury car. The Jacuzzi®

 manufacturing 
components are without doubt the best on the market. We 
do not compromise when it comes to quality. All our Jacuzzi® 
products are made to order to the highest possible standard to 
create a luxury bathing experience.  

8. Energy savings
Jacuzzi®

 baths employ innovative and cutting edge insulation 
technologies and components, the best on the market. These help 
to maintain internal heat more efficiently, significantly reducing 
energy expenditure. In addition, each whirlpool bath is equipped 
with low energy consumption recirculation pumps.  

9. The best partners 
To achieve maximum quality Jacuzzi®

 has the best  suppliers. It is 
also a leader as a result of  choosing the best partnerships in all the 
areas related to the creation of  its products for hydrotherapy.  

10. We’re here for you 
After entering the showroom, looking at the choice of  Jacuzzi®

 

baths or showers, through to installation and 10 or 20 years later, 
our customers will know that they have chosen the best. You 
can rest assured that we are here through our aftersales team 
including our own engineers to provide the support you would 
expect from a Jacuzzi®

 product.

3. A unique construction system 
Superior in terms of  sturdiness, thanks to a structure reinforced 
with a robust metal frame, Jacuzzi®

 baths have the ideal inner 
depth and are equipped with a hydraulic self-draining system.  
The combination of  the dry run protection system, high powered 
pump and self  closing jets are but a few of  the features that make 
our baths the best.  

4. A name you can trust 
Jacuzzi®

 is the name of  a brand, but you must have heard a 
whirlpool bath referred to with this name. It’s common to 
associate the term “whirlpool bath” to the name of  our brand 
because in the minds of  the consumers we are the only ones  
who exist. 
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Jacuzzi®, much more than just a name

Life flows like water, the priority of  Jacuzzi® is to restore  
rhythm and balance. A demanding job, playing sports or  
just a busy life, create the constant need for a revitalising, 
rewarding, relaxing and rejuvenating ritual. For over 50 years  
we have worked with this awareness, with the aim of  creating 
new technologies that can make the Jacuzzi® whirlpool 
experience unforgettable. 

Something to experience with the body and the senses, 
inspired by the benefits to the body and mind in their  
broadest sense. As a result, today the name Jacuzzi® is 
associated with four values   that represent the four basic levels 
of  wellness. Every Jacuzzi® product is based on these values,  
in a synthesis capable of  improving the lives of  its customers.

design: essential element of  refined aesthetics 
and maximum functionality.

health: reflects the attention to the health 
of  body and soul.

performance: generated from technological 
research that provides the best results.

pleasure: represents the enjoyment and 
the pleasure of  being satisfied with life.
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The scientific basis
behind Jacuzzi® wellness

The new form of wellness 
The book on hydrotherapy in general and in particular on 
hydromassage published by Jacuzzi®, was produced under 
the supervision of  Prof. Umberto Solimene, Chairman of  
the Association and the Head of  the Department of  Medical 
Therapy and Spa Medicine at the University of  Milan and 
Prof. Arsenio Veicsteinas, Deputy Chairman of  the European 
Association of  Medical Welfare and Dean of  the Faculty 
of  Human Movement Science at the University of  Milan, 
its contents coincide with the guiding principles of  Jacuzzi®

 

scientific and technological research and underpin the 
development of  all its products. We present a summary as an 
introduction to the world of  Jacuzzi®

 hydromassage. 

Hydrotherapy 
Hydrotherapy uses water to completely or partially heat 
or refresh the body. Water, at certain temperatures, in the 
form of  steam or under the pressure of  a jet, can relieve 
muscle tension produced by stress and anxiety. Hot water is 
used in physical therapy to accelerate muscle recovery after 
injuries and relieve pain. The targeted jets of  water (such 
as those caused by Jacuzzi®

 nozzles inclined at 30°) generate 
a deep massage through relaxing micro-bubbles and offer 
different types of  hydrotherapy massage to improve 
circulation and promote the release of  endorphins. 

Hydromassage 
Created from the combination of  water, heat and air. 
The water reduces the weight of  the body mass by 90%, 
loosening the tension of  muscles and joints. The heat 
dilates blood vessels improving the flow of  blood. The 
air released from the jets as well as relaxing the muscles 
relieves nervous pressure. Hydromassage can be done with 
thermal waters, but not necessarily: the principle of  action, 
in fact, does not rely so much on the quality of  the water, 
as its temperature and its movement. Its aim is to awaken 
the natural self-healing mechanisms of  the body. In fact, the 
thermal stimulus is the main factor of  hydrotherapy: a first 
reaction, which occurs at the skin level, is followed by a 
second that reaches the internal bodily tissues, connected 
to the surface through the nerve pathways. Acting on the 
local concentration of  blood, it is possible to put the body 
area to be treated into a state of  equilibrium. 

Steam and shower room
The steam room consists of  a bath of  dry steam in an 
environment saturated with hot air at 40-50° with humidity 
of  up to 100%. The steam can also be combined with 
chromotherapy and aromatherapy. There are numerous 
benefits, including improved blood and lymphatic 
circulation, it favours oxygenation and purification through 
the elimination of  toxins and helps respiratory, liver, kidney 
and intestine functions work at their best. A shower 
is conducive to a good mood thanks to its invigorating 
antidepressant effect. It is useful in the treatment of  skin 
imperfections such as cellulite because the water jet 
ensures nerve stimulation which affects the tissue. 

“The new form of  wellness”, the Jacuzzi®
 book

available on request.

Everyone today talks about the whirlpool bath, most have one 
at home, but in the market and in the world of  hydromassage 
advertising, information is virtually absent on the proper  
use and the possible therapeutic benefits, as well as the  
reasons that lead hydromassage products being linked to the 
concept of  wellness. Jacuzzi® wants to promote a culture of   
hydromassage, sauna and steam room. For this reason an  
in-depth and focused medical study has been carried out, 
which Jacuzzi® has turned into a project on communication  
and scientific discovery entitled “The new form of  wellness”.
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Who can benefit 
The therapeutic properties of  the hot water in the hydromassage 
bath tubs are suitable for every body type, size and level of  
stress. Some need a powerful jet to loosen the knots of  the 
muscle mass. Others simply require a cradle of  warm soothing 
water. But the beneficial effects of  hydrotherapy can do more: it 
is argued that it manages 
to relieve the symptoms of arthritis, while providing temporary 
relief  from chronic pain and promoting relaxation. 

When precautions are necessary with hydromassage 
As with all types of  true hydrotherapy products, caution must 
be used in cases of  serious illness or the acute phase of  disease. 
It is not recommended in cases of  acute and chronic respiratory 
failure and also with some skin disorders. Finally, in terms of  
cardiac circulation, it is better not to have a hydromassage if  
you are undergoing cardiac treatment. In any event, it is always 
advisable to consult your doctor. 

How it works
Hydromassage is a form of  “external crenotherapy”. It 
is carried out with special jets of  water issued at certain 
pressures. The jets are oriented in a centripetal direction, 
i.e. from the sole of  the foot to the chest, to facilitate the 
circulation of  the blood. This centrality of  the water  
jets in therapeutic terms explains why their orientation  
is one of  the key factors to the Jacuzzi® hydromassage.  
In fact, hydromassage baths are designed with particular 

The authentic Jacuzzi® hydromassage has jets inclined at 
30°, which can be positioned in any direction.

Hydromassage: 
domestic hydrotherapy

attention to the positioning of  the jets, which should not  
be placed randomly but specifically considered together  
with the internal ergonomics of  the bath, to maximise the  
effects of  the hydrotherapy. The design of  the bath, a key 
element of  a good hydromassage, is also the result of  careful 
research. Jacuzzi® baths are deeper than traditional baths,  
with ergonomic bottoms and sides that better accommodate  
all body shapes and allow proper immersion of  the body and 
better water circulation. Jacuzzi® hydromassage is based on the 
physical principle of  the Venturi effect, which materializes a 
perfect mixing of  air and water. For hydromassage to be done 
properly, the jets must have an important characteristic: to be 
inclined at 30° to allow for a proper massage active from the 
surface to the core and to be adjustable in any direction, to 
ensure maximum personalisation.

The temperature 
Water is considered hot if  it is above the body temperature 
(37°C); at 40°C it is very hot and over 46°C it can not be 
endured for more than a few seconds. A hot hydromassage 
is exhilarating at first, but can become very “stressful” for the 
body. Therefore, it is essential to control the temperature of  
the water in relation to the duration of  the bath. As a general 
rule: the higher the water temperature, the shorter the 
hydromassage should be, as suggested by the table. 
To accustom the body you could start with 10 minutes until 
you reach the optimal duration, which should be tailored 
to the individual. Before the hydromassage, at least once a 
month, it is advisable to scrub the body to free the skin from 
dead cells. 

Table of temperature/hydromassage duration 
34° - 36°: 20 minutes 
36° - 38°: 15 minutes 
38° - 40°: 10 minutes 
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Jacuzzi® jets give 
a powerful and targeted massage

bAck
Sitting in the same position for a long 
time at work, carrying loads, fatigue 
or walking too much, can create 
back pains which can be strong and 
accumulate stress that also affects 
posture. The lumbar jets and in 
particular those that are inspired 
by shiatsu massage apply a constant 
and continuous pressure in this very 
important area of    the body, relaxing, 
toning and relieving pain.

HipS - THigHS - kNEES
This area of  the body is very 
important for circulation. Often with 
our posture, the fact of  working 
sat down for long periods, slows 
the circulation, creating tension and 
swelling. Jacuzzi® has positioned  
the jets at just the right height to 
stimulate the circulation of  blood and 
relieve discomfort.

LuMbAr
All the pressure, which is sometimes 
unbearable, accumulating on a daily 
basis in the lower part of  the pelvis is 
alleviated and released in the water 
thanks to the action of  a single large 
jet positioned in the centre of  the 
Jacuzzi® hydromassage bath, providing 
immediate relief  and rest.

LEgS - fEET
It is difficult to imagine the levels of  
stress, load and tension our feet, 
ankles and calves are subjected to 
every day. Every step, every flight 
of  stairs, all the loads we carry, put 
pressure on this area of    our body. 
Moreover, the soles of  the feet are 
connected, by extension, to the  
entire body. The two Jacuzzi® jets 
positioned at the height of  the feet, 
not only restore strength and relieve 
fatigue, but reactivate the blood flow 
and stimulate a beneficial flow of  
energy throughout the body.

SHouLDErS
The build-up of  tension in your 
shoulders, often leave you feeling 
discomfort and muscle stiffness.  
The Jacuzzi® jets installed at the 
upper part of  the baths and shower 
columns, work specifically on these 
muscles, relaxing them, and releasing 
fatigue and tension.

inspired by you and targeted 
where it matters most. The 
Jacuzzi® jets are the result of  50 
years of  research and innovations: 
in synergy with the powerful 
hydromassage pump, releasing a 
mixture of  air and water which is 
highly effective on the vital points 
of  the body. Inclined at 30° and 
adjustable in any direction, they hit 
all the muscle groups of  the body in 
the correct direction. The plantar and 
lateral jets stimulate the whole body, 
eliminating fatigue and tension, while 
the rotating dorsal microjets massage 
the entire back.

The seven golden rules 
when choosing a good whirlpool bath 

1. Location and type of  hydromassage jets 
2. Flow regulation 
3. Directionality of  jets 
4. Uniform water/air mix 
5. Internal ergonomics of  the bath 
6. Ideal temperature 
7. The experience and reliability of  the manufacturer



SILENCE

BREATH

RENEW

DREAM

1918 1918

Choose your Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath

AQuASYSTEM
The soul is included in the hydromassage. Thanks 
to exclusive Jacuzzi® technology, the hydromassage has levels 
of  customisation never seen before: just the gentle touch of  a 
finger will activate the preferred program. SILENCE, relaxation 
is complete, the muscles release all the tension, in a delicate, 
gentle and silent way. BREATH, hydromassage at a slow and 
harmonious pace which puts you in sync with your breathing, 
for unimaginable, deep psychological wellness. RENEW, 
to renew the vital tone, reinvigorate your body, clear your 
thoughts, drive away stiffness: this is the hydromassage that 
varies intensity in a gradual sequence to provide toning and 
relaxation. DREAM, an extraordinary mix of  gentleness and 
toning, in a dream sequence which in a gradual and cyclical way 
changes from a light caress of  water to a beneficial embrace.

cLASSic JAcuZZi® MASSAgE
original patented wellness. The timeless Jacuzzi® 
whirlpool technology, with jets inclined at 30° and adjustable 
in any direction, which massage the entire back and the  
lateral and feet jets, which stimulate and tone the entire  
body including the legs, down to the soles of  the feet.  
A progressively intense action, in a centripetal direction, 
which involves all the muscle groups, releasing, energising  
and finally relaxing the body.

SHiATSu
Hydromassage on the meridians of the body.  
An exclusive  hydromassage system, patented by Jacuzzi®, 
provided with two parallel rows of  32 jets, placed just in 
correspondence of  the “vu” meridian which, according to 
Chinese medicine, sends energy from the back to the whole 
body. The microjets of  water are orientated to hit and activate 
all the dorsal and lumbar points, with the same gradual 
pressure as the fingers of  a masseur. The pressure is governed 
by a complex electro-hydraulic system that produces a real 
flow of  water, even a progressive “rolling” of  pressures: which 
is exactly what happens with Shiatsu. The treatment can be 
performed in two ways: from the bottom upwards (toning) 
and from top downwards (relaxing).
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Additions to wellness

HEATEr
Like the spa. The time and the quality of  every experience 
in your whirlpool bath can be enhanced by choosing our 
heating system. Thanks to the heater, available as an upgrade 
or standard depending on the model, this option keeps 
water temperature constant for the entire duration of  the 
bath, recreating the true feeling of  the spa.

LigHTiNg - croMoDrEAM®

The eye also wants its share of wellness. 
Our senses are not only physical, but also emotional. The 
Jacuzzi® lighting systems make the hydromassage moment 
more emotional, especially in the dark, illuminating the water. 
The Cromodream® function, together with the hydromassage, 
provides an authentic chromotherapy session in accordance 
with the mood and the need of  the moment, for total wellness 
that involves the body, the senses and the mind.

rEMoTE coNTroL
With just the click of a button. The remote control 
for the Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath is a sophisticated  
electronics management centre, which works in a simple 
and intuitive way. Result of  the most advanced Jacuzzi® 
technology, it is possible to turn on the bath at a distance, 
prepare the hydromassage, choose programs, methods and 
intensity, include or exclude the jets.

SWiTcH 
control of the jets is in your hands. This is what 
really makes the Jacuzzi® hydromassage unique. With our 
hydromassage system there is nothing standard: every body 
is different, as such the needs and conditions are different. 
Jacuzzi® allows you to decide which part of  your body you want 
massaged more or less intensely, which jets to activate, which 
muscle groups to focus on, passing easily from one group of  
jets to the other.
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The details 
make a difference

HEADrEST 
Head and neck, the focus of wellness. Jacuzzi® 
comfort for all the senses and taking into account every 
detail. Even the position of  the neck is important to enjoy a 
perfect hydromassage session. The head must be perfectly 
relaxed: this is why Technogel® or EVA headrests are the ideal 
solution. This soft, foam-like, antibacterial material is a luxury 
must-have for total wellness. 

coLourS
The nuances of design. Even the colour becomes 
an element to personalise your Jacuzzi® bath, matching the 
bathroom, the interior decoration and your personal taste.

Top
Elegance, the centre of attention. The sophistication 
and refinement of  the Jacuzzi® design is also found in the 
details and can be harmonised with any environment. The 
ergonomic shape of  the baths are enhanced by the possibility 
of  luxurious customisations with the highest quality materials. 
It is possible to choose from Teak or Wengé wood, white 
Carrara marble or absolute black granite, Piasentina stone 
and the exclusive and prestigious Corian®, in which an 
attractive luminous frame can be inserted.

pANELS
prestigious materials. Jacuzzi® comfort for all the senses 
and taking into account every detail. The whirlpool baths 
are beautiful and elegant and, depending on the model, the 
freestanding versions are finished with the highest quality, 
durable and non-deformable panelling made from exclusive 
materials: acrylic, Techstone®, Corian®, wood.

Champagne*

White Black*

Edelweiss*

Pergamon*

Whirlpool Baths Standard Colours Whirlpool Baths Special Colours Finishing Frame Finishing Panels

Whirlpool Baths Mat Colours

* Please contact our offices 
for colour availability

Wengè 

Teak

Wengè

Teak

Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

Corian®

White acrylic

Douglas bleached

Zebrano
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The unique nature of  the Jacuzzi® design

Automatic draining system 
The hydromassage system of  the Jacuzzi® whirlpool bath has 
an inclination designed to prevent the stagnation of  water, in 
order to maintain optimal hygiene.

The jets and the power 
The pump drives the hydromassage system and must have 
sufficient power to ensure continuous water circulation in an 
energetic and controlled way. This is why the Jacuzzi® jets are 
so powerful and beneficial.

ideal depth
The internal depth of  the bath is essential to ensure the  
proper execution of  the hydromassage, which is why Jacuzzi® 
baths, thanks to clever ergonomics, have the ideal depth to 
immerse the body completely without using excessive amounts 
of  water.

Dry run protection
A special device that protects the hydromassage system 
prevents the pump from operating when the bath is 
empty or has an insufficient water level. An additional 
guarantee of  durability and reliability for Jacuzzi® 
whirlpool baths.

reinforced structure
The shell of  Jacuzzi® bath is protected by a uniform layer of  
fibreglass, applied over the entire surface. The bottom is 
further reinforced by a wood panel that is 2 cm thick, firmly 
anchored in a sturdy metal frame.

Sanitising system
Included or an optional system with electronic controls 
integrated into the control panel. To activate it, press the 
appropriate button for 4 seconds, a precautionary measure 
to prevent accidental starting of  the sanitisation cycle. The 
process takes 10 minutes, is fully automatic and uses a liquid 
disinfectant. A series of  LEDs indicate proper operation and 
give a signal when it is finished.
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whirlpool baths characteristics

●  included ●  optional *Not to be used when having a marble finish to your Aura Whirlpool Bath
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NOVA CORNER Corner 160 160 ● ● ● ● 3 4 3+3 ● ● Remote control 3 ● ● ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

 White 33

NOVA Round 180 ● ● ● ● 3 4 3+3 ● ● Remote control 3 ● ● ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

 White 32

AURA PLUS Rect 180 150 ● ● ● ● ● 2 3+3 3+4 ● ● 2 ● ● ● ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

White 36

AURA CORNER 160 Corner 160 160 ● ● ● ● ● 2 4+2 4+6 ● ● 2 ● ● ● ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

White 
White*
Teak* 

Wengè*
37

AURA CORNER 140 Corner 140 140 ● ● ● ● ● 1 5 3 ● ● 1 ● ●  ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

White* 
Teak* 

Wengè*
38

AURA UNO Rect 180 90 ● ● ● ● ● 1 5 3 ● ● 1 ● ●  ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

White 39

J.SHA MI Rect 180 90 ● ● ● ● ● 1 4 32 ● Remote control 1 ● ● ● White 48

OPALIA Oval 190 110 ● ● ● 2 6 ● 2 ● ● ● 
White 

Piasentina
Black

Wengè 
Teak

White 52

SHARP EXTRA Rect 200 150 ● ● ● ● ●
2+1

lounge
3 22 ● Remote control 3 ● ● ● 

White 
Bleached Douglas 

Zebrano
60

SHARP DOUBLE Rect 190 90 ● ● ● ● ● 2 5 14 ● Remote control 2 ● ● ● 
White 

Bleached Douglas 
Zebrano

61

SHARP 75 Rect 170 75 ● ● ● ● ● 1 4 6 ● Remote control 1 ● ● ● 
White 

Bleached Douglas 
Zebrano

62

SHARP 70 Rect 170 70 ● ● ● ● ● 1 4 6 ● Remote control 1 ● ● ● 
White 

Bleached Douglas 
Zebrano

63

AQUASOUL EXTRA Rect 190 150 ● ● ● ● ● 3 6 10 4 ● Remote control 3 ● ● ● ● White 66

AQUASOUL CORNER 155 Corner 155 155 ● ● ● ● 2 4 3+3 ● Remote control 2  ●  ● ● ● White 71

AQUASOUL CORNER 140 Corner 140 140 ● ● ● ● 1 4 3 ● Remote control 1  ●  ● ● ● White 72

AQUASOUL DOUBLE Rect 190 90 ● ● ● ● 2 4 3+3 ● Remote control 2 ● ● ● ● White 67

AQUASOUL OFFSET Offset 150 110 ● ● ● ● 1 4 3 ● Remote control 1 ● ● ● ● White 70

AQUASOUL LOUNGE Rect 180 80 ● ● ● ● 1 4 3 ● Remote control 1 ● ● ● ● White 68

AQUASOUL SINGLE Rect 170 70 ● ● ● ● 1 4 3 ● Remote control 1 ● ● ● ● White 69

CELTIA Corner 150 150 ● ● ● ● 1 4 6 Control panel 1 ● ● White 76

HEXIS Rect 180 80 ● ● ● ● 1 4 4 Control panel 1 ● ● White 77

CONFORTO OFFSET CORNER Corner 150 100 ● ● ● ● ● 1 5 3 Control panel 1 ● White 82

CONFORTO TRUE CORNER Corner 138.5 138.5 ● ● ● ● ● 1 5 3 Control panel 1 ● White 83

CONFORTO 180 Rect 180 80 ● ● ● ● ● 1 5 3 Control panel 1 ● White 80

CONFORTO 170 Rect 170 75 ● ● ● ● ● 1 5 3 Control panel 1 ● White 81

ENERGY 180x80 Rect 180 80 ● ● ● 1 2 2 2 Control panel 1  ● White 86

ENERGY 170x70 Rect 170 70 ● ● ● 1 2 2 2 Control panel 1  ●  White 87



nova

2928

The perfection of the circle for all-round wellness 
A true oasis of  relaxation and beauty which becomes unique. 
Its soft and welcoming shape, its generous size, blend nature, 
technology and architecture. 
 
Maximum comfort for head and neck 
All Nova baths are fitted with an exclusive headrest, made 
from exquisite material. This attractive combination of  
design and ergonomics is designed to fully accommodate 
the neck and give the bath a perfect aesthetic detail, which 
harmonises well with its shape and its large size.

Every feature is exquisite  
Everything in Nova speaks the Jacuzzi® language of  beauty 
and self-care. From the underwater light, to the tap units, 
to the retractable hand shower and to the top which can be 
customised with exquisite materials: Wengé, Teak, White 
Carrara marble, Black granite and Piasentina stone.
 
A remote control for wellness 
Nova offers maximum performance with maximum ease. 
A simple touch of  the remote control activates all its 
functions, from the heater, to the sanitising system as 
standard, and the exclusive Aquasystem technology, to 
customise the hydromassage at any time based on the 
wellness experience you require.

nova corner
nova
nova built-in
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nova
freestanding/built-in
180 x 180 x 63/66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

nova corner
corner/built-in
160 x 160 x 63/66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

180

1
8

0

not handed

not handed

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6

Aquasystem®

Features
Morphosis brassware ●

Remote control - Sanitising system ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter 
integrated in the panel

●

Headrest 3
Wood - marble frame ●

*Panels ●

TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6

Aquasystem®

Features
Morphosis brassware ●

Remote control - Sanitising system ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter 
integrated in the panel

●

Headrest 3
Wood - marble frame ●

*Panels ●

Code Nova Corner with brassware

9Q43554A with AQS white finish (no top)

9Q43553A with AQS wengé finish

9Q43552A with AQS teak finish

9Q43554A + 720400410 with AQS white marble surround

9Q43554A + 720400430 with AQS black marble surround

9Q43554A + 720400420 with AQS Piasentina marble surround

94236660 led lighting around bottom of  the  
bath option

Code Freestanding with brassware

9Q43572A with AQS white finish (no top)

9Q43570A with AQS teak finish

9Q43571A with AQS wengé finish

9Q43572A + 720400410 with AQS white marble surround

9Q43572A + 720400430 with AQS black marble surround

9Q43572A + 720400420 with AQS Piasentina marble surround

Code Built-in with brassware

9Q43542A with AQS white finish (no top)

9Q43540A with AQS teak finish

9Q43541A with AQS wengé finish

9Q43542A + 720400410 with AQS white marble surround

9Q43542A + 720400430 with AQS black marble surround

9Q43542A + 720400420 with AQS Piasentina marble surround

94237010 led lighting around bottom of  the  
bath option

Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

finishes

Wengé

Teak Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

finishes

Wengé

Teak

top aqs top aqs



aura

3332

Exclusivity and refinement for wellness 
Unique solutions and exquisite materials: Aura offers, in an 
exceptional frame, the maximum in Jacuzzi® wellness. The  
seat is equipped with the classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 
including lumbar hydromassage. Its adjustable jets invigorate, 
revitalise, releasing tensions, promoting circulation. 

Complete personalisation
This is a bath with an original look, which is versatile and 
eclectic, fitting perfectly into any environment thanks to 
different versions and the possibility to choose the finish of  
the edge: Wengé, Teak, White Carrara marble, Black granite 
and Piasentina stone.

Absolute comfort 
The headrest made of EVA, a soft, non-toxic and antibacterial 
material, with its original design is studied to fully accommodate 
the neck, even in “total immersion”, ensuring maximum 
comfort and stimulating the vital areas of  the neck and 
shoulders. Everything in Aura is elegant, the draining is 
hidden under the rim, the hand shower is retractable and the 
electronic control panel manages all the functions. 

Immerse yourself in light 
The underwater lighting creates an exciting atmosphere and 
an intimate and reinvigorating experience. The heater keeps 
the water temperature constant, ensuring maximum comfort. 
The exclusive system of Jacuzzi® sanitation, included in the top 
versions, allows correct and constant water hygiene.

aura corner 160
aura plus
aura corner 140
aura uno
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aura plus
built-in
180 x 150 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

not handed

1
50

7
5

7
5

180

90 90

top
Included Optional●●Jets

CLASSIC TOP

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6 6

Back massage with rotating microjets 7 7

Features
Aura brassware ● ●

Sanitising system ● ●

Underwater spotlight ●

Rim overflow ● ●

Heater ●

Headrest 2 2
Wood frame ● ●

Marble frame ● ●

Code Aura Plus

9H43334A w/teak surround - white

9H43336A w/wengé surround - white

9F43335A w/teak surround - w/heater - with uwl - white

9F43337A w/wengé surround - w/heater - with uwl - white

JAPWMTAB w/surround - absolute black

JAPWMTCW w/surround - Carrara white

JAPWMTMS w/surround - Piasentina stone

JAPWHWMTAB w/heater w/surr - ab black

JAPWHWMTCW w/heater w/surr - car white

JAPWHWMTMS w/heater w/surr - med stone

aura corner 160
corner/built-in
160 x 160 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

not handed

16
0

160

1
6

7

226

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6

Back massage with rotating microjets 10
Two hydromassage stations ●

Features
Aura brassware ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Rim overflow ●

Headrest 2
Wood frame ●

Marble frame ●

*Corner panel ●

Code Aura Corner 160

9F43469A built-in with brassware, uwl & heater teak

9F43471A built-in with brassware, uwl & heater wengé

9F43475A with white panel, teak top, uwl & heater

9F43477A with white panel, wengé top, uwl & heater

JAU160WHWMTAB wi/h w/surr - ab black

JAU160WHWMTCW wi/h w/surr - carr white

JAU160WHWMTMS wi/h w/surr - med stone

9F43481A with teak panel and teak top, uwl & heater

9F43483A with wengé panel and teak top, uwl & heater

Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

finishes

Wengé

Teak Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

finishes

Wengé

Teak
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aura corner 140
corner/built-in
140 x 140 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

not handed

15
0 150

1
4

9

198

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 3

Features
Aura brassware ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Rim overflow ●

Waste control concealed below the top ●

Headrest 1
Wood frame ●

Marble frame ●

*Corner panel ●

Code Aura Corner 140

9F43489A built-in with brassware & uwl teak

9F43490A built-in with brassware & uwl wengé

9F43492A with white panel, teak top & uwl

9F43493A with white panel, wengé top & uwl

JAU140BTHWMTAB with w/surround - ab black

JAU140BTHWMTCW with w/surround - carr white

JAU140BTHWMTMS with w/surround - Piasentina stone

9F43495A with teak panel, teak top & uwl

9F43496A with wengé panel, wengé top & uwl

aura uno
built-in
180 x 90 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

180

9
0

LH version only

Included Optional●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 3

Features
Aura brassware ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Rim overflow ●

Headrest 1
Wood frame ●

Marble frame ●

Code Aura Uno

9F43342A w/teak surround - white

9F43344A w/wengé surround - white

JAUBTHWMTAB bth w/surr - absolute black

JAUBTHWMTCW bth w/surr - Carrara white

JAUBTHWMTMS bth w/surr - Piasentina stone

left hand shown (left hand only)

Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

finishes

Wengé

Teak Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble

Absolute black granite

finishes

Wengé

Teak
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aura corian®

A unique material
Corian® is a material patented by DuPont with extraordinary 
aesthetic characteristics. Resistant to light, heat, water and any 
other pressures, it remains unchanged over time and combines 
extraordinary hardness, similar to stone, with great flexibility 
and versatility of  design.

All the characteristics of Aura
Every detail of  Aura Corian is carefully considered: from the 
original design of  the headrest, to the draining command 
hidden under the rim, to the electronic control panel that 
manages all the functions. The chrome-plated tap unit is 
complete with retractable hand shower. The handy diverter 
allows you to choose the action of  the nozzles for the classic 
hydromassage or the dorsal hydromassage with three rotating 
nozzles. The underwater light creates a spectacular effect 
during the hydromassage and the remote control allows you 
to access all the functions easily and immediately.

Prestige to any room
The Corian gives a special feeling to the unmistakable 
volumes of  Aura. Its translucency brings out the edge of  the 
bath and thanks to the spectacular LED floor lights, it creates 
a very exciting suspended effect, especially in the dark.

The maximum in Jacuzzi® wellness. 
The seat is also equipped with lumbar hydromassage. Its 
directable jets invigorate, revitalise, releasing tensions and 
contractures, promoting circulation, while the underwater 
lighting creates an exciting atmosphere.

aura corner 160 corian®

aura plus corian®

aura corner 140 corian®

aura uno corian®
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aura plus corian®

built-in
185 x 155 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

not handedCorian® Glacier 

finishes

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6

Back massage with rotating microjets 7

Features
Brassware ●

Remote control ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Headrest 2
Rim overflow ●

Corian® frame ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ●

Included Optional●●Jets

Code Aura Plus Corian®

9443731A + 720206270 with brassware - corian surround

94237090 led lighting around bottom of  the surround option

aura corner 160 corian®

built-in
164 x 164 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

finishes

not handed

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6

Back massage with rotating microjets 10

Features
Brassware ●

Remote control ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Headrest 2
Rim overflow ●

Corian® frame ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ●

Included Optional●●Jets

Code Aura Corner 160 Corian®

9443740A + 
720206210

aura corner 160 with brassware built-in - corian 
surround

94237090 led lighting around bottom of  the surround option

Corian® Glacier 

185

15
5

77
,5

77
,5

92,592,5

164
16
4

17
1

232



Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 3

Features
Brassware ●

Remote control ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Headrest 2
Rim overflow ●

Corian® frame ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ●

4342

aura corner 140 corian®

built-in
144 x 144 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

finishes

not handed

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 3

Features
Brassware ●

Remote control ●

Sanitising system + Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Headrest 2
Rim overflow ●

Corian® frame ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ●

Included Optional●●Jets

Code Aura Corner 140 Corian®

9443737A + 
720206240

aura corner 140 with brassware built-in - corian 
surround

94237080 led lighting around bottom of  the surround option

Corian® Glacier 

aura uno corian®

built-in
185 x 95 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

left hand shown (left hand only)

LH version only

Corian® Glacier 

finishes

Included Optional●●Jets

Code Aura Uno Corian®

9443734A + 720206300 with brassware - corian® surround

94237080 led lighting around bottom of  the 
surround option

144
14
4

15
4

204

185

95



j-sha

4544

Balance and energy
The Chinese discovered that the vital energy or QI flows 
along channels called meridians. Shiatsu is a special massage 
that stimulates the meridians with pressure of  the fingers, 
releasing fatigue and relieving pain according to the principles of  
acupuncture. Based on this holistic view of  wellness Jacuzzi® has 
created J-Sha.

The first and only Shiatsu hydromassage in water 
The unique J-Sha hydromassage system has a parallel row of   
32 nozzles placed along your back in correspondence with the 
“vu” meridian. Coming out of  these in succession are microjets  
of  water orientated so as to reach all of  the dorsal and lumbar 
points of  the meridian, with the same gradual pressure as the 
fingers of  a masseur. The pressure is governed by a complex 
electro-hydraulic system that produces a real flow of  water, 
working as a progressive “rolling” of  pressures: which is exactly 
what happens with Shiatsu. 

A tailored treatment
The deep ergonomics of  J-sha enables everyone to find 
their ideal position, sliding forward or backward. The water 
level is always perfectly maintained thanks to a sophisticated 
hydraulic system and in this way it is always possible to 
perform the shiatsu massage properly. J-sha allows you to 
choose from 3 pre-set programs: BACK/JET (shiatsu), BODY/
JET (classic hydromassage) and MIX (mixed). The treatment 
can be performed in two ways: from the bottom upwards 
(toning) and from top downwards (relaxing). These programs 
are further customized by manually using the controls on the 
electronic panel at the side of  the bath. 

j-sha mi

A beautiful experience in every sense
The underwater light helps to make the environment more 
harmonious, giving the emotion of  light to the shiatsu 
hydromassage moment. By simply using the remote control 
it is possible to activate all the J-sha functions: hydromassage, 
radio, underwater lighting.



4746

j-sha mi
corner/wall
180 x 90 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

LH-RH

180

9
0

Included Optional●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage - Body jet 4

Shiatsu BACK JET - Back massage 32
MIX - Mixed treatment solution 4+32

Features
Radio ●

Sanitising system + Multicolor underwater spotlight ●

Aura brassware ●

Remote control ●

Concealed overflow - with communicating vessels ●

Headrest (white) 1
Armrests (white) ●

Front and side panel ●

Code J-Sha mi

9C43358A with brassware, uwl, sanitising system, white 
headrest LH

9C43359A with brassware, uwl, sanitising system, white 
headrest RH

right hand shown



opalia

4948

The softness of design
This is a line of  whirlpool baths that tells a unique story, both in 
terms of its style and its technology. Every detail of  the Opalia 
range is refined, the finish is exquisite, the hydromassage comes 
from the powerful Jacuzzi® jets positioned to envelop the whole 
body in a beneficial embrace. 
 
A visual experience too
During the hydromassage, the water is illuminated! The 
underwater light, provided as standard with the Wood and 
Stone versions, makes the relaxation more complete and the 
self-care more emotional. The sanitisation system comes as 
standard so as to provide the security of  complete hygiene. 

Functionality and technology at your fingertips
The electronic control panel gives you control over the 
hydromassage programs in a simple and intuitive way. The 
dual ergonomic headrest blends in with the aesthetics of  
Opalia and offers optimal comfort. It comes as standard with 
the Wood and Stone versions.
 
The aesthetic comes as standard 
The brassware unit matches the aesthetic line of  Opalia, as 
well as the finishing of  the edge, customisable in Teak, Wengé, 
White Carrara marble, Black granite and Piasentina stone.

opalia
opalia wood/stone
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not handed

190

1
10

opalia
built-in
190 x 110 x 60h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Included Optional * Headrests and brassware are only with Opalia with surround models. ●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6

Features
Brassware ●

Sanitising system ●

 Underwater spotlight ●

Code Opalia

9443135A white

9F43135A u/w/l - white

9F43498A u/w/l - with brassware teak finish*

9F43499A u/w/l - with brassware wengé finish*

9F43506A + 720400220 u/w/l - with brassware white marble finish*

9F43506A + 720400160 u/w/l - with brassware Piasentina marble finish*

9F43506A + 720400210 u/w/l - with brassware black marble finish*
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opalia corian®

A unique material
Corian® is a material patented by DuPont with extraordinary 
aesthetic characteristics. Resistant to light, heat, water  
and any other pressures, it remains unchanged over time and 
combines extraordinary hardness, similar to stone, with  
great flexibility and versatility of  design.

Prestige to any room
The Corian® gives a special feeling to the soft and sensuous 
shape of  Opalia. Its translucency brings out the edge of  the 
bath and thanks to the spectacular LED perimeter lights, it 
creates a very exciting suspended effect, especially in the dark.

The maximum in Jacuzzi® wellness
The electronic control panel gives you control over the 
hydromassage programs in a simple and intuitive way. The 
ergonomic double headrest comes as standard. It blends in 
with the aesthetics of  Opalia and offers optimum comfort, 
while underwater lighting creates an exciting atmosphere.

opalia corian®
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not handed

opalia corian®

built-in
195 x 115 x 63h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Corian® Glacier

finishes

Included Optional●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6

Features
Brassware ●

Remote control ●

Sanitising system +  Underwater spotlight ●

Headrest 2
 Heater ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ●

Code Opalia Corian®

9443745A + 720207400 u/w/l - Corian® finish inc brassware

94237080 led lighting around the bottom of  the bath

195

11
5



sharp

5756

Contemporary simplicity
The Jacuzzi® Sharp line eliminates the superfluous to favour 
function and ergonomics, it recovers the most from the 
interior space for maximum comfort and with its simple and 
squared shapes fits perfectly into any environment. 
 
Hydromassage and character
Sharp is available with classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage and in 
the Top versions, with Aquasystem® technology, to wrap the 
body in the embrace of  an effective and deep hydromassage, 
offering maximum wellness. The linear and minimalist shapes, 
the clean design, the long seating in the Double and Extra 
versions, are the stars of  this line with innovative aesthetics. 

Electronics and multi-sensory experience
The control panel that operates all the Sharp functions pays 
attention to every detail from the ergonomic Technogel 
headrest, to the refinement of  the underwater light, and the 
heater (Classic and Top AQS).
 
Wellness in various dimensions
Sharp exists in different versions and different models to meet 
all your needs. The simple squared lines, the three types of  
panels in different finishes, for the free-standing versions, are 
the product of  an absolute synthesis of  the form.

sharp extra
sharp double
sharp 75
sharp 70
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sharp extra
corner/freestanding/built-in/wall
200 x 150 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

top aqs

bath panel finishes bath panel finishes

Acrylic white Acrylic white

Bleached Douglas Bleached Douglas

Zebrano Zebrano

sharp double
corner/built-in/wall
190 x 90 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

top aqs
Included Optional●●Jets Included Optional●●Jets

CLASSIC TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 3 3

Back massage with rotating microjets 22 22

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control ● ●

Sanitising system ● ●

Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Seating capacity 3 (1 lounge) 3 (1 lounge)
Headrest 3 3

CLASSIC TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5 5

Back massage with rotating microjets 14 14

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control ● ●

Sanitising system ● ●

Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Seating capacity 2 2
Headrest 2 2

Code Sharp Extra

9H43932A CLASSIC (no brassware)

9Q43932A AQS (no brassware)

Code Sharp Double

9H43920A CLASSIC (no brassware)

9Q43920A AQS (no brassware)

not handed

not handed
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sharp 70
corner/built-in/wall
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

70

170

sharp 75
corner/built-in/wall
170 x 75 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

75

170

top aqs top aqs

LH-RH

LH-RH

Included Optional●●Jets

CLASSIC TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control ● ●

Sanitising system ● ●

Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Headrest 1 1

Included Optional●●Jets

CLASSIC TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control ● ●

Sanitising system ● ●

Underwater spotlight ●

Heater ●

Headrest 1 1

bath panel finishes bath panel finishes

Acrylic white Acrylic white

Bleached Douglas Bleached Douglas

Zebrano Zebrano

Code Sharp 75

9H43573A CLASSIC LH (no brassware) 

9H43574A CLASSIC RH (no brassware)

9Q43573A AQS LH (no brassware)

9Q43574A AQS RH (no brassware)

Code Sharp 70

9H43080A CLASSIC LH (no brassware)  

9H43081A CLASSIC RH (no brassware)

9Q43080A AQS LH (no brassware)

9Q43081A AQS RH (no brassware)

left hand shownleft hand shown



aquasoul

6362

Revive the body and spirit
The essence of  the Aquasoul family is to offer an experience 
of  complete renewal, relaxation and rejuvenation. The heart 
of  Aquasoul is an exclusive technology that allows you to 
customise the hydromassage as you want, in every detail, 
depending on the mood of  the moment.

Only the people who invented the hydromassage 
could reinvent it
Aquasystem® is the new Jacuzzi® revolution: with a simple 
press of  a button on the remote control, you can choose 
from four types of  wellness – Silence, Breath, Renew, Dream 
– in tune with your mood, according to the needs of  every 
single moment. 

aquasoul extra 
aquasoul corner 155
aquasoul corner 140
aquasoul double 
aquasoul offset
aquasoul lounge 
aquasoul single

Accommodating the body completely
By precisely studying the ergonomics and internal depth, Aquasoul 
baths allow you to immerse yourself in the water up to your 
shoulders, optimising the effects of the Jacuzzi® hydromassage. Every 
detail is taken care of and the exquisite materials, such as  
the technogel® headrest, a material that is very soft, are welcoming 
and comfortable, with antibacterial properties.

The perfect marriage of aesthetics and functionality 
In addition to offering total relaxation and comfort beyond 
imagination, all the Aquasoul models have luxurious details, 
refined lines and rounded shapes. Operation and the choice of  
functions are immediate, performed by the elegant electronic 
remote control which is activated with the touch of  a finger. 
Particularly striking is the effect created by the Led floor 
lighting: the bath seems to rise from the ground, magically as if  
suspended over the light. 



top aqs

aqs
top aqs

not handed

1
5
5

1
4
5

155

20
6

174

145

aquasoul corner 155
corner/built-in
145/155 x 145/155 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

CLASSIC AQS TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 2 2 2
*Single panel ● ● ●

Code Product

9443697A aquasoul 155 corner no brassware  
classic version

9443695A aquasoul 155 corner no brassware 

9443693A aquasoul 155 corner no brassware with 
uwl & heater

94236660 led lighting around the bottom of  the bath

6564

aquasoul extra
freestanding/built-in
190 x 150 x 60h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

not handed

190

1
5

0

top aqs

aqs
top aqs

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

CLASSIC AQS TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 6 6 6

Back massage with rotating microjets 10 10 10
Fixed microjets 4 4 4

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ● 

Headrest (Technogel®) 3 3 3
*Panels ● ● ● 

Code Aquasoul Extra

9443680A aquasoul extra freestanding no brassware 
classic version

9443590A aquasoul extra freestanding no brassware

9443588A aquasoul extra freestanding with heater, 
underwater lighting no brassware

9443681A aquasoul extra built-in no brassware   
classic version

9443591A aquasoul extra built-in no brassware

9443589A aquasoul extra built-in with heater / 
underwater lighting no brassware

94236660 led lighting around the bottom of  the bath
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aquasoul offset
corner/built-in
150/144 x 110/94 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

LH-RH

1
1

0

9410
0

145

150

8

57

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

top aqs

aqs
top aqs

CLASSIC AQS TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1
*Single “J” shaped panel ● ● ●

Code Product

9443596A aquasoul offset 1500x1000 LH   
classic version

9443597A aquasoul offset 1500x1000 RH  
classic version

JWBASO301 aquasoul offset 1500x1000 LH

JWBASO302 aquasoul offset 1500x1000 RH

JWBASO303 aquasoul offset plus 
(with heater) 1500x1000 LH

JWBASO304 aquasoul offset plus 
(with heater) 1500x1000 RH

94236660 led lighting around the bottom 
of  the bath

left hand shown

aquasoul lounge
corner/built-in
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

LH-RH

8
0

180

top aqs

aqs
top aqs

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

CLASSIC AQS TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1
*Single “J” shaped panel ● ● ●

Code Aquasoul Lounge

9443598A aquasoul 180x80 lounger built-in 
no brassware - LH classic version

9443599A aquasoul 180x80 lounger built-in 
no brassware - RH classic version

9443562A aquasoul 180x80 lounger built-in 
no brassware - left hand

9443560A aquasoul 180x80 lounger built-in 
with heater underwater lighting no 
brassware - LH

9443563A aquasoul 180x80 lounger built-in 
no brassware - RH

9443561A aquasoul 180x80 lounger built-in 
with heater underwater lighting no 
brassware - RH

94236660 led lighting around the bottom of  
the bath

right hand shown
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top aqs

aqs
top aqs

aquasoul double
corner/built-in
190 x 90 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

LH-RH

9
0

190

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

CLASSIC AQS TOP AQS

Functions

Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4
Back massage with rotating microjets 6 6 6

Aquasystem®

Features

Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 2 2 2
*Single “J” shaped panel ● ● ●

Code Aquasoul Double

9443594A aquasoul double 1900x900 LH 
classic version

9443595A aquasoul double 1900x900 RH 
classic version

JWBASO201 aquasoul double 1900x900 LH

JWBASO202 aquasoul double 1900x900 RH

JWBASO203 aquasoul double plus  
(with heater) 1900x900 LH

JWBASO204 aquasoul double plus 
(with heater) 1900x900 RH

94236660 led lighting around the bottom 
of  the bath

left hand shown

69

aquasoul corner 140
corner/built-in
130/140 x 130/140 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

not handed

140

1
4

0

1
3

0

130

155

18
5

Included Optional●●Jets

top aqs

aqs
top aqs

FRIENDLY AQS TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1
*Single panel ● ● ●

Code Product

9443715A aquasoul 140 corner no brassware  
classic version

9443713A aquasoul 140 corner no brassware 

9443711A aquasoul 140 corner no brassware with 
uwl & heater

94236660 led lighting around the bottom of  the bath
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top aqs

aqs
top aqs

LH-RH

70

170

�

�7

aquasoul single
corner/built-in
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only*

CLASSIC AQS TOP AQS

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4 4 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 3 3 3

Aquasystem®

Features
Remote control - Sanitising system ● ● ●

Heater - Underwater spotlight ●

Light along the perimeter integrated in the panel ● ● ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1 1 1
*Single “J” shaped panel ● ● ●

Code Aquasoul Single

9443592A aquasoul single 1700x700 LH  classic version

9443593A aquasoul single 1700x700 RH classic version

JWBASO101 aquasoul single 1700x700 LH aquasystem

JWBASO102 aquasoul single 1700x700 RH aquasystem

JWBASO103 aquasoul single plus (with heater)  
1700x700 LH

JWBASO104 aquasoul single plus (with heater)  
1700x700 RH

94236660 led lighting around the bottom of  the bath

left hand shown



classic

7372

Classic design and balance of shapes and volumes
Elegant synthesis of  unique design and technology for the 
Jacuzzi® hydromassage, the baths from the Classic line offer 
top performance and unique aesthetics. 

A classic for wellness
All equipped with the classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage, 
the Classic baths offer a targeted and deep treatment 
that involves all the muscles of  the body. A complete 
hydromassage to enjoy in total relaxation thanks to the 
comfort of  the ergonomic headrest. 

The secret is in the jets
In all the models, the jets are located in the dorsal, lumbar 
and side area in order to cover, with their powerful jets, the 
shoulders, spine, back, loins and also the full length of  the 
legs, for a total benefit.

Electronics made easy
Thanks to the electronic control panel, all the functions of  
the Classic baths can be activated with a simple and intuitive 
touch with the finger.

celtia
hexis



Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 6

Features
Headrest 1

Sanitising system ●

Underwater spotlight ●

*Single panel ●

7574

180

8
0

LH-RH

hexis
corner/built-in/wall
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design Synthesis

211

15015
0

LH version only

celtia
corner/built-in
150 x 150 x 57h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Included Optional●●Jets Freestanding version only* Included Optional●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 4

Back massage with rotating microjets 4

Features
Headrest 1

Sanitising system ●

Underwater spotlight ●

Front panel ●

Side panel ●

Code Hexis

9443239A hexis LH - white

9443236A hexis RH - white

9F43239A hexis u/w/l LH - white

9F43236A hexis u/w/l RH - white

Code Celtia

9F43137A celtia u/w/l w/panel - white

9443137A celtia w/panel - white

left hand shown (left hand only) right hand shown



conforto

7776

conforto offset corner
conforto true corner
conforto 180
conforto 170

We’ve taken as our point of  departure a bath shape designed 
specifically to offer the most comfortable bathing position 
to any size and shape of body and then we’ve put this into 
a multitude of  shapes and sizes. The angle of  the back rest 
and its shaping are the foundation of  the ultimate in bathing 
comfort, offering neck, shoulder and lumbar support.

The combination of the bathing position and the multi-patented 
Jacuzzi® Jet which remains unchanged in its engineering and 
positioning are at the heart of Conforto. The rest of the system 
is brimming with ways to customise your experience, from the 
strength of the massage, the number of jets and their positioning 
to the colours in the Chromotherapy option. You will find the 
formula to satisfy your needs, whether this is for relaxation, 
rejuvenation or recovery.
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conforto offset corner
corner/built-in
150 x 100 x 61h cm
design Jacuzzi®

conforto true corner
corner/built-in
138.5 x 138.5 x 61h cm
design Jacuzzi®

150

10
0

138.5

13
8.
5

Included Optional●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with fixed microjets 3
Lumbar massage with jet 1

Features
Control panel ●

Cromodream® ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1

Included Optional●●Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with fixed microjets 3
Lumbar massage with jet 1

Features
Control panel ●

Cromodream® ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1

Code Conforto Offset

JWBCFO400 LH

JWBCFO401 RH

JWBCFO400FLP LH with floating panel

JWBCFO401FLP RH with floating panel

Code Conforto True Corner

JWBCFO402 whirlpool

JWBCFO402FLP with floating panel

right hand shown left hand shown (left hand only)

LH-RH

not handed
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conforto 180
corner/built-in
180 x 80 x 61h cm
design Jacuzzi®

conforto 170 
corner/built-in
168.5 x 75 x 61h cm
design Jacuzzi®

180

80

168.5

75

LH-RH LH-RH

Included IncludedOptional Optional● ●● ●Jets Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with fixed microjets 3
Lumbar massage with jet 1

Features
Control panel ●

Cromodream® ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 5

Back massage with fixed microjets 3
Lumbar massage with jet 1

Features
Control panel ●

Cromodream® ●

Headrest (Technogel®) 1

Code Conforto 180

JWBCFO102 LH

JWBCFO103 RH

JWBCFO102FLP LH with floating panel

JWBCFO103FLP RH with floating panel

Code Conforto 170

JWBCFO100 LH

JWBCFO101 RH

JWBCFO100FLP LH with floating panel

JWBCFO101FLP RH with floating panel

left hand shown left hand shown



energy

8382

Hydromassage is for everyone!
Energy is a small revolution in the world of domestic 
hydromassage. A new concept of bath from the balanced, 
essential, minimal and timeless forms which matches any type 
of furnishing and is accessible to everyone thanks to attractive 
prices, while maintaining the prestige and exclusivity that have 
made the Jacuzzi® brand famous worldwide.
 
A perfect synthesis of shape and functionality  
Energy offers everyone the perfect experience of  the 
authentic, deep, beneficial Jacuzzi® hydromassage for areas 
of  the body, aimed at the back, legs and feet. The jets are 
adjustable through 15° to get the maximum benefit. The 
internal comfort is the result of  clever ergonomics, the 
headrest is comfortable and welcoming.

Stylish details
The sensors of  the touch controls, positioned on the edge 
of  the bath, can be activated by touching the symbols, which 
can be identified by touch with closed eyes.
 
The light is included
Energy is fitted with a courtesy light and the pleasure of  the 
Jacuzzi® experience can be completed with the Cromodream® 
option that allows you to enjoy, together with the 
hydromassage, an exciting session of  chromotherapy. Due to 
the capacity and the depth of  the bath the feeling of  warmth 
and relaxation is total.

energy 180
energy 170
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180

80

energy 180
corner/built-in/wall
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design EMO

energy 170
corner/built-in/wall
170 x 70 x 57h cm
design EMO

170

70

Included IncludedOptional Optional● ●● ●Jets Jets

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2

Back massage with rotating microjets 2
Feet massage with fixed microjets 2

Features
Touch control ●

Cromodream® ●

White headrest (EVA) 1

Functions
Classic Jacuzzi® hydromassage 2

Back massage with rotating microjets 2
Feet massage with fixed microjets 2

Features
Touch control ●

Cromodream® ●

White headrest (EVA) 1

Code Energy 180

9L43788A uwl and headrest LH

9L43789A uwl and headrest RH

Code Energy 170

9L43786A uwl and headrest LH

9L43787A uwl and headrest RH

left hand shown

LH-RH LH-RH



whirlpool bath panels non-jetted bath panels

8786

Code Product Description

94403593 SHARP front panel 200 douglas

94403594 SHARP front panel 200 zebrano

94403693 SHARP front panel 150 douglas

94403694 SHARP front panel 150 zebrano

94403793 SHARP front panel 200 douglas x 2 & front panel 150 douglas x 2

94403794 SHARP front panel 200 zebrano x 2 & front panel 150 zebrano x 2

944032AA SHARP front panel 190 white

94403393 SHARP front panel 190 douglas

94403394 SHARP front panel 190 zebrano

944033AA SHARP end panel 90 white

94403493 SHARP end panel 90 douglas

94403494 SHARP end panel 90 zebrano

944029AA SHARP side panel  75 white

94403293 SHARP side panel  75 douglas

94403294 SHARP side panel  75 zebrano

944027AA SHARP front panel 170 white

94403093 SHARP front panel 170 douglas

94403094 SHARP front panel 170 zebrano

944028AA SHARP side panel  70 white

94403193 SHARP side panel  70 douglas

94403194 SHARP side panel  70 zebrano

JWBASO901 AQUASOUL aquasoul double panel lh

JWBASO902 AQUASOUL aquasoul double panel rh

944020AA AQUASOUL aquasoul lounger panel lh

944021AA AQUASOUL aquasoul lounger panel rh

JWBASO909 AQUASOUL aquasoul single panel lh

JWBASO910 AQUASOUL aquasoul single panel rh

JWBASO905 AQUASOUL aquasoul offset panel lh

JWBASO906 AQUASOUL aquasoul offset panel rh

944025AA AQUASOUL front panel aquasoul cnr 155

944026AA AQUASOUL front panel aquasoul cnr 140

9440039A HEXIS hexis end panel 80 - white

9440A19A HEXIS hexis front panel - white

JBSJAC823 CONFORTO end panel 800x560mm

JBSJAC821 CONFORTO front panel 180x56

JBSJAC824 CONFORTO end panel  750x560mm

JBSJAC820 CONFORTO front panel 170x56

9440A19A ENERGY front panel 180

9440039A ENERGY end panel 80

9440A18A ENERGY front panel 170

9440034A ENERGY end panel 70

Code Product Description

JBSJAC801 TABIANO front panel 150

JBSJAC809 TABIANO front panel 170

JBSJAC811 TABIANO end panel 75 lh

JBSJAC812 TABIANO end panel 75 rh

JBSJAC823 CONFORTO end panel 800x560

JBSCFO715 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x800 lh

JBSCFO716 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x800 rh

JBSJAC820 CONFORTO front panel 1700x560

JBSJAC820 CONFORTO front panel 170x56

JBSJAC822 CONFORTO end panel 700x560

JBSJAC824 CONFORTO end panel 750x560

JBSJAC823 CONFORTO end panel 800x560

JBSCFO713 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x685 lh

JBSCFO714 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x685 rh

JBSCFO717 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x750 lh

JBSCFO718 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x750 rh

JBSCFO715 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x800 lh

JBSCFO716 CONFORTO floating panel 1685x800 rh

JBSJAC819 CONFORTO front panel 1500x560

JBSJAC818 CONFORTO front panel 1600x560

JBSJAC822 CONFORTO end panel 700x560

JBSCFO709 CONFORTO floating panel 1500x685  lh

JBSCFO710 CONFORTO floating panel 1500x685  rh 

JBSCFO711 CONFORTO floating panel 1600x685 lh

JBSCFO712 CONFORTO floating panel 1600x685 rh



steam & shower cabins
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The wellness comes from above

A world apart
A Jacuzzi® shower is an extraordinary experience because 
it offers a feast of  water that is absorbing, regenerating, 
all-encompassing, and gives energy and emotions. It is 
an authentic Jacuzzi® wellness system dedicated to the 
body as a whole, both physical and emotional. In fact, the 
hydromassage Steam & Shower Cabins are a world apart: 
they combine the beneficial effects of  hydrotherapy with the 
dynamism of  modern life.  

Feel good every day
The shower is the daily act par excellence: Jacuzzi® has  
made a ritual of  wellness. Simply by touching the control 
panel, it is possible to open a world of  functions, from the 
simple to the more technological, accompanying the body  
to discover excellent psycho-physical fitness.

Pleasure, innovation, prestige and intimacy
Entering a Jacuzzi® Steam & Shower Cabin is equivalent to 
choosing how you want to feel good every day. Are you 
looking for the vitality of  a waterfall that tones the shoulders 
and chest? Or the regenerating warmth of  a steam room 
with aromatherapy? Or a complete hydromassage with the 
Cromodream® system, which together with the benefits of  
the water, provides the body with real showers of  colour.

The shower for hydrotherapy 

Functionality and wellness
While conducting research for “A new form of wellness”, 
produced under the supervision of  Umberto Solimene 
and Arsenio Veicsteinas, collaborators at the European 
Association of  Medical Welfare, it has been shown that the 
shower constitutes an external crenotherapy activity. Like 
other types of  treatment it can be carried out at different 
temperatures, hot or cold, with alternating temperatures in 
sequence and different pressures of  water. It can be total 
body, ensuring a stimulus to the body, or local, bringing 
direct effects to the treated area.

An undisputed fact is that the Steam & Shower Cabin 
has hydrotherapy functions, as such many physiological 
benefits are recognised. Its main action is directed at the 
cardiovascular and nervous system: the warm water jets 
directed to different parts of  the body have important effects 
on wellness. It is now shown that, in addition to stimulating 
circulation and muscle function, the shower can also have 
beneficial effects on the internal organs.
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Shower and hydromassage

Shiatsu hydromassage
Exclusive to Jacuzzi® which, 
thanks to jets that run 
along the back, operates 
a constant pressure in the 
vicinity of  the meridians of  
the body, with a relaxing, 
toning, anti-pain effect. 

Lumbar hydromassage
Ideal for toning hips and 
buttocks, a real blessing to 
keep your body at its best, 
thanks to the beneficial and 
vigorous jets specifically 
designed to alleviate the 
tension and fatigue of  
muscles located in the 
lumbar region.

Back hydromassage   
A massage with water 
fingers, a remedy for 
reinvigorating the dorsal 
area, and in particular the 
back, and providing harmony 
and deep relaxation.

Vertical hydromassage
The true, invigorating 
concentration of energy 
available in 4 or 8 jets, 
regenerates the body’s natural 
vitality. The build-up of tension 
in the shoulders and muscular 
rigidity disappears. 

Targeted and effective
The Jacuzzi® shower nozzles are the result of  the most 
extensive hydromassage experience in the world and over 
50 years of  research and innovation. Positioned to generate 
different types of  hydromassage, they hit all the muscle 
groups of  the body in the correct direction. In this way they 
stimulate the body, eliminating fatigue and tension.

The Enerjet system by Jacuzzi®

Jacuzzi® has reinvented the hydromassage and adapted it 
for the shower. The technology for wellness knows no 
boundaries and the secret of  vitality is contained in the 
latest generation of  Enerjet water microjets: a source 
of  energy and freshness that knows no comparison. 
They point directly at the areas of  the body that need 
the greatest attention, are adjustable for water flow and 
pressure intensity, and can be directed as desired.

Scottish shower
Rapid alternation of  warm and cold water, an ancient but 
sophisticated energising system, ideal for a stronger physical 
condition. An authentic blessing that revitalises the skin, 
tones the muscles and stimulates the immune system. It can 
also be activated with the hand shower function, vertical 
hydromassage and back hydromassage.



Installation Functions Materials, Finishes and Colours

steam & shower cabin characteristics Shower Hydromassage Steam bath Walls and tempered glass Wall or column multifunction Shower tray Seat
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FRAME IN2 Rect 150 110 224 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted 

glass panel
White

or Black
8 mm Transp. ● HPL Techstone® ● ● Removable

White
or Black

Techstone®

102

FRAME 120 Rect 120 80 224 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted 

glass panel
White

or Black
8 mm Transp. ● HPL Techstone® ● ●

Adjustable
or

removable

White
or Black

Techstone®

104

FRAME 100 Rect 100 75 224 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted 

glass panel
White

or Black
8 mm Transp. ● HPL Techstone® ● ●

Adjustable or
Removable

White
or Black

Techstone®

105

ΩMEGA Rect 120 100 225 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 ● ● ●* ● ● ● ● Techstone® White 6 mm Transp. ● Techstone® Techstone® ● ● Integrated Teak 108

ESSTEAM 140 
WALL

Rect 140 86 222 single ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted 

glass panel
White 6 mm Transp. ● Aluminium Techstone® ● Integrated

White
Techstone® 112

ESSTEAM 140 Rect 140 86 222 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted 

glass panel
White 6 mm Transp. ● Aluminium Techstone® ● Integrated

White
Techstone® 113

ESSTEAM 120 Rect 120 75 222 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted 

glass panel
White 6 mm Transp. ● Aluminium Techstone® ● Integrated

White
Techstone® 114

ESSTEAM 90 Square 90 90 222 ● ● ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted g

lass panel
White 6 mm Transp. ● Aluminium Techstone® ● Integrated

White
Techstone® 115

ESSTEAM 80 
SPHERE

Round 80 80 222 single ● ● ● ● ● 4 4 ● ● ● ● ●
Screen painted g

lass panel
White 6 mm Transp. ● Alluminio Techstone® ● Integrated

White
Techstone® 116

●  included  optional

steam & shower cabin characteristics

9594
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The fourth dimension of  wellness

The multifunctionality
The Jacuzzi® shower enclosure is not an alternative to the 
hydromassage bath, but a real way of  thinking about daily 
wellness and enjoying an unparalleled experience. Just select 
on the simple and intuitive control panel the function you 
desire and activate it: the choice is extensive.

Vertical hydromassage
Jacuzzi® takes the benefits of  an authentic and deep 
hydromassage to the shower enclosure. Simply choose  
from the control panel the intensity of  the adjustable jets 
to target the more tense and tired muscles and add to the 
pleasure of  the shower with the experience of  complete 
wellness and rejuvenation.

Steam bath and aromatherapy
A beneficial cloud of  steam envelops the body from head to toe, deeply purifies the skin and helps the body to rid itself  
of  toxins, strengthening the body’s natural defences. The discovery of  the benefits of  the steam bath is ancient. Today, this 
particular form of  hydrotherapy has assumed the value of  an authentic wellness ritual. Inside the multifunction Steam & Shower 
Cabin, thanks to the fan fitted as standard, the steam bath has a constant temperature and humidity. The boiler is more 
powerful, thanks to the technology developed by Jacuzzi®, it is placed inside the walls and the delivery takes place through a 
nozzle located under the seat. In this way the steam rises naturally and uniformly upwards. Furthermore, thanks to a special 
fragrance diffuser, in which you can add essential oils, it is possible, during the steam bath, to perform an authentic aromatherapy 
treatment. Depending on the properties of  the essences used, it is ideal to relax, rejuvenate, calm, restore respiratory function 
when it is congested or just be enveloped by your favoured essences.

Cascade shower
A really exciting way to shower, which gives complete, deep 
and lasting wellness as it exercises a pleasant massage on 
the shoulders. The fresh and vital action of  the water, which 
flows in a continuous and voluminous stream, working 
on the muscles suffering from greatest stress, giving an 
unforgettable feeling of  relaxation.
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Functions and emotions

Cromodream®

A completely new rain of  stimuli and sensations, thanks to 
the exclusive Jacuzzi® patent, acts as a tonic to the mood 
and nervous system. Cromodream® is a flow of  light and 
colour that surrounds the body together with the water of  
the shower or the steam from the steam bath. The result of  
Jacuzzi® research, aimed at the discovery of  new frontiers of  
wellness, provides 4 programs to be chosen from based on 
the needs of  the moment: Sun, Relax, Energy and Dream.

SUN
A sunny atmosphere, a combination of  warm colours – 
yellow-orange-white – interspersed with sequences of  blue 
and violet.

RELAX
To promote relaxation through the combination, in a 
soothing sequence, of  the four colours: light blue-orange-
blue-white.

ENERGY
Nothing is more vital than red and orange, alive and alight 
from the power of  the white light they alternate with.

DREAM
To enjoy the full range of  colours, from the warmest to 
the most stimulating tones. A kaleidoscope of  white-blue-
orange-yellow-green-magenta.

Music System
Do you like singing under the shower or listening to the news, 
maybe the morning broadcast on your favourite radio station, 
or listening to music from your MP3? You can do whatever you 
want. Just activate the function that best fits the moment.

Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi®

The walls of  the Steam & Shower Cabin, the transparent  
and glass surfaces, are pre-treated with Crystal Clear water-
repellent and anti-lime scale finish. This system preserves the 
beauty of  all the surfaces, making cleaning easy, and ensuring 
superb brightness over time. 



frame
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The new frame of wellness
Minimalist lines and high levels of  wellness for the Jacuzzi® 
Steam & Shower Cabin which is the perfect synthesis 
between functionality and aesthetics. Jacuzzi® technology 
is expressed in a contemporary design, the result is a new 
concept that frames the experience of  wellness as a work 
of  art. Available in sizes 100x75, 120x80 and now also in the 
double module: FRAME IN2.

Luxury fittings, minimal aesthetic
The clean lines characterise Frame which presents itself  as  
a comfortable environment where you can experience all  
the functions dedicated to wellness: raindrop shower,  
shower with pulsed and sprayed water, energising cascade, 
shower in colours with preset Cromodream® cycles, steam 
bath and aromatherapy.

The first shiatsu hydromassage in a shower
With Frame, Jacuzzi® inserts for the first time in a Steam & 
Shower Cabin the shiatsu hydromassage function, together 
with the classic vertical, back and lumbar hydromassage. In 
this way the space dedicated to wellness becomes a small 
private temple: just touch the electronic control panel to 
activate a unique experience, adaptable to the needs of  the 
moment: from the search for a moment of  relaxation to a 
real and deep hydrotherapy session. 

Enter into another dimension
Frame fits seamlessly into the surrounding space thanks to 
the large frame that embeds the shower enclosure in any type 
of  environment, not necessarily that of  the bathroom, and 
perfectly symbolises the passage of  a hectic and stressful life 
to a universe dedicated to self-care: Frame is the gateway to 
a small multi-sensory microcosm created to enjoy intimate 
moments while immersed in colours, sounds and scents.  
The shower tray is made from Techstone®, the handle is  
made of  glass for maximum cleanliness and transparency  
and 8mm full-length glass panels are equipped with the  
Crystal Clear® function.

Every Jacuzzi® Steam & Shower Cabin comes with 4 glass  
walls ensuring that the unit is sealed from the outside. The  
2 glass walls against the wall in a corner situation offer a  
simple solution to tiling behind the Steam and Shower Cabin 
and is hygienic and easy to clean.

frame IN2
frame 120
frame 100
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frame in2
corner, back to wall, recess
150 x 110 x 224h cm 
design Mario Ferrarini

white

black

wall finishes

TOP
Functions

Jets 8
Cervical hydromassage 4
Lumbar hydromassage 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8

Cascade shower (1) ●

Cold cascade shower (2) ●

Raindrop shower head ●2
Nebulisation ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Accessories
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi® ●

Audio system (radio+MP3) ●

Display touch screen ●

Cromodream® ●

Hand-held shower + riser rail ●

Toiletry holder ●

Roof ●

Seat (white or black) ● 2 removable
Duckboard (white or black) ●

Included●Jets

LH - RH

22
4

150

11
0

Code Product

9448272A frame 150 x 110 corner rh - white walls

944827219 frame 150 x 110 corner rh - black walls

9448273A frame 150 x 110 corner lh - white walls

944827319 frame 150 x 110 corner lh - black walls

9448274A frame 150 x 110 recess rh - white walls

944827419 frame 150 x 110 recess rh - black

9448275A frame 150 x 110 recess lh - white walls

944827519 frame 150 x 110 recess lh - black walls

9448276A frame 150 x 110 back to wall - white walls

944827619 frame 150 x 110 back to wall - black walls

right hand shown
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frame 120
corner, recess
120 x 80 x 224h cm 
design Mario Ferrarini

TOP
Functions

Jets 8
Cervical hydromassage 4
Lumbar hydromassage 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8

Cascade shower (1) ●

Cold cascade shower (2) ●

Raindrop shower head ●

Nebulisation ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Accessories
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi® ●

Audio system (radio+MP3) ●

Display touch screen ●

Cromodream® ●

Hand-held shower + riser rail ●

Toiletry holder ●

Roof ●

Seat (white or black) ● integrated
Duckboard (white or black) ●

22
4

100

75

22
4

100

75

white

black

wall finishes

white

black

wall finishes

frame 100
corner, recess
100 x 75 x 224h cm
design Mario Ferrarini

Included●Jets

TOP
Functions

Jets 8
Cervical hydromassage 4
Lumbar hydromassage 4
Shiatsu hydromassage 8

Cascade shower (1) ●

Cold cascade shower (2) ●

Raindrop shower head ●

Nebulisation ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Accessories
Crystal Clear by Jacuzzi® ●

Audio system (radio+MP3) ●

Display touch screen ●

Cromodream® ●

Hand-held shower + riser rail ●

Toiletry holder ●

Roof ●

Seat (white or black) ● integrated
Duckboard (white or black) ●

Included●Jets

LH - RH LH - RH

Code Frame 120

9448256A corner - white walls

944825619 corner - black walls

9448257A recess - white walls

944825719 recess - black walls

Code Frame 100

9448262A
corner - white walls inc audio/
cromodream & shiatsu 

944826219
corner - black walls inc audio/
cromodream & shiatsu

9448263A
recess - white walls inc audio/
cromodream & shiatsu

944826319
recess - black walls inc audio/
cromodream & shiatsu

right hand shown right hand shown



Ωmega
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The subject of design
Beauty and wellness coexist in what is one of  the most 
extraordinary creations by Jacuzzi® produced in limited 
edition. The unprecedented combination of  teak, glass, steel 
and Techstone® has created a Steam & Shower Cabin which is 
like moving to another dimension. Whatever you are looking 
for, by entering the Ωmega Steam & Shower Cabin you will 
find it, you can relax, invigorate yourself, receive a boost of  
energy, release tension, wash away the tiredness. 

The most beneficial of experiences
The Jacuzzi® vertical and back hydromassage involves the 
body throughout its entire height, stimulating all the muscle 
groups thanks to four directable Enerjet vertical jets. The 
steam generator allows you to get maximum performance 
from the steam bath that completes the shower moment 
with its purifying effect to which it is possible to combine the 
benefits of  aromatherapy.

All the excitement of wellness
Ωmega allows you to choose three shower functions on the 
electronic control panel: pulsating, continuous and vaporised, 
all can be modulated in intensity according to the needs of  the 
moment. In addition, by activating the cascade it is possible to 
receive a relaxing massage in the upper part of  the neck and 
trunk. The Steam & Shower Cabin is available with either the seat 
on the right or with the seat on the left of  the control panel and 
the shower.

Prestige in all the senses
Each shower is numbered and bears the signature of  Pininfarina. 
The sinuous line of  the seat is in perfect harmony with the 
innovative aesthetic lines of  Ωmega which accomodates the body, 
making the shower a moment of  complete comfort. The details 
are carefully researched, from the thermostatic mixer to the 
Crystal Clear system, to the function diverter: everything is the 
result of  careful thought aimed at offering the most complete 
experience that you can have in a Steam & Shower Cabin. 
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Ωmega
120 x 100 x 225h cm
design Pininfarina

obscured for white cubicle

white

transparent for black cubicle

black

tempered glass finishes

wall finishes

Included Optional Standard depending on the chosen fittings●●Jets

Functions
Vertical and back hydromassage ●

Raindrop shower head ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

SkinTouch cascade ●

Accessories
Thermostatic mixer ●

Container for aromatic essence ●

Limescale-prevention membrane for spouts ●

Electronic descaling system ●

Shelf  (Blackstone) ●

Seat (Teak finish) ●

Roof  (tempered glass) ●

Interior lighting ●

Draining duckboard ● 2

100

1
2

0
2

2
5

7
8

8

Code Omega

954710819 black LH

954712219 black RH

9547109A white LH

9547123A black RH

LH - RH



essteam
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Transparent design
Agile and gentle lines, large panels, high-quality materials, 
elegance and refinement: Essteam is the expression of  a 
design that dedicates the art of  minimalism to everyday life. 
The large glass screens are covered with Crystal Clear® to 
ensure maximum transparency even after use.

Functionality and avantgarde style
The anodised aluminium column contains the commands to 
activate the back hydromassage, the large raindrop shower 
head and the steam bath. The seat is made from Techstone®, 
as well as the shower tray which has been lowered almost 
to floor level. The temperature is kept constant by the 
thermostatic mixer which ensures the hydromassage is 
performed at the optimum temperature.

The essence of vitality
Enerjet is the system of  adjustable water microjets created 
from Jacuzzi® technology: an unmatched source of  energy and 
freshness. The nozzles are designed to target the various muscle 
groups and provide a pulsating massage.

Aquafeeling Effect   
Intimacy, gentleness, relaxation, wellness: the exotic 
atmosphere of  the Tropical Shower awakens the senses, 
caresses the skin and, in soft flowing streams, revives the spirit. 
Also the functions of  steam bath and aromatherapy  
are available.

essteam 140 wall
essteam 140
essteam 120
essteam 90
essteam 80 sphere
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essteam 140/wall
140 x 86 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Functions TT
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head ●

Enerjet: tropical shower ●

Enerjet: pulsating massage ●

Enerjet: rain shower ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Features
Thermostatic mixer ●

Container for aromatic essence ●

Descaling jets ●

Electronic descaling system ●

Wall tempered glass panels ●

Shelves (Techstone®) ●

Seat (Techstone®) ●

Roof ●

2
2
2

1
5
7

140

8
8
6

100

column finishes

aluminium

essteam 140
140 x 86 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

2
2
2

1
5
7

140

8
8
6

100

column finishes

aluminiumIncluded Optional Standard depending on the chosen fittings●●Jets Included Optional Standard depending on the chosen fittings●●Jets

Functions TT
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head ●

Enerjet: tropical shower ●

Enerjet: pulsating massage ●

Enerjet: rain shower ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Features
Thermostatic mixer ●

Container for aromatic essence ●

Descaling jets ●

Electronic descaling system ●

Wall tempered glass panels ●

Shelves (Techstone®) ●

Seat (Techstone®) ●

Roof ●

Code Essteam 140

9547124A essteam 140 cnr w/
steam w/wall pnls LH

9547130A essteam 140 cnr w/
steam w/wall pnls RH

Code Essteam 140/wall

9547136A essteam 140 btw w/
steam w/wall pnls 

not handed LH - RH
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essteam 120
120 x 75 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Functions TT
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head ●

Enerjet: tropical shower ●

Enerjet: pulsating massage ●

Enerjet: rain shower ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Features
Thermostatic mixer ●

Container for aromatic essence ●

Descaling jets ●

Electronic descaling system ●

Wall tempered glass panels ●

Shelves (Techstone®) ●

Seat (Techstone®) ●

Roof ●

2
2
2

120
7
5

8
5

8

4
2
.5

25

column finishes

aluminium

essteam 90
90 x 90 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

column finishes

aluminium

Functions TT
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head ●

Enerjet: tropical shower ●

Enerjet: pulsating massage ●

Enerjet: rain shower ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Features
Thermostatic mixer ●

Container for aromatic essence ●

Descaling jets ●

Electronic descaling system ●

Wall tempered glass panels ●

Shelves (Techstone®) ●

Seat (Techstone®) ●

Roof ●

2
2

2

90

100

9
0

1
0

0

8

4
5

25

Included Optional Standard depending on the chosen fittings●●Jets Included Optional Standard               ●●Jets

Code Essteam 120

9447981A w/steam w/wall 
pnls LH  

9447982A w/steam w/wall 
pnls RH  

Code Essteam 120

9447953A essteam 90 w/steam 
w/wall pnls LH   

9447954A essteam 90 w/steam 
w/wall pnls RH   

right hand shown right hand shown

LH - RH

LH - RH
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2
2

8

80

100

8
0

1
0
0

4
5

25

not handed
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essteam 80 sphere
80 x 80 x 222h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

Functions TT
Vertical and back hydromassage (Body jet) 8

Aqua feeling: raindrop shower head ●

Enerjet: tropical shower ●

Enerjet: pulsating massage ●

Enerjet: rain shower ●

Steam bath ●

Aromatherapy ●

Features
Thermostatic mixer ●

Container for aromatic essence ●

Descaling jets ●

Electronic descaling system ●

Wall tempered glass panels ●

Shelves (Techstone®) ●

Seat (Techstone®) ●

Roof ●

column finishes

aluminium
Included Optional Standard depending on the chosen fittings●●Jets

Code Essteam 80

9447961A w/steam w/wall pnls 
(not handed)
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INFINITO   Oval 180 80 ● ● 124

ANIMA Oval 190 100 ● ● 2 ● 125

ARDORE   Oval 193 94 ● ● 1 ● 126

DEFINE Rect 188 94 ● ● 1 ● 127

MORPHOSIS   Oval 190 95 ● ● 128

LANDAU Oval 155 81 ● ● 129

ITHACA   Rect 180 80 ● ● 130

ASTI Oval 170 75 ● ● 131

DARCY Oval 170 70 ● ● 132

freestanding

●  included   optional
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AURA UNO Rect 180 90 ● ● 1 ● ● ● ● ● 134

ARGUSTO INSET Rect 190 120 ● 135

inset
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BIELLA Rect 180 80 ● ● 136

ARBA Corner 150 100 ● ● 137

TABIANO Rect 170/150 75 ● ● 138

CONFORTO DOUBLE
ENDED SOAKER

Rect 168.5 80 ● ● ● 139

CONFORTO SOAKER Rect 168.5 80/75/68.5 ● ● ● 140

CONFORTO COMPACT 
SOAKER   

Rect 160/150 68.5 ● ● ● 141

back to wall/corner

121120



freestanding inset back to wall/corner
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A new concept of bathtub 
Jacuzzi® offers a range of  models designed to be placed in 
the centre of  the room, an oasis of  relaxation in which to 
rediscover the rite of  water. In line with the latest trends in 
interior design, these bathtubs become objects of  design 
to be displayed even inside the bedroom. And the rest 
dedicated to the bathroom becomes a pleasant time to 
experience and share in the comfort of  the living area.

A large cradle of water 
All the freestanding Jacuzzi® baths have a generous internal 
capacity to accommodate the body completely and 
some are equipped with ergonomic backrests. These 
features allow you to enjoy an experience of  complete 
abandonment by total immersion: a warm and welcoming 
embrace to release the tensions from a stressful day. 

Classic: timeless style 
Freestanding baths that have the romantic charm of  a past era 
and, at the same time, offering all the comfort and innovation 
of  a contemporary Jacuzzi® product. Thanks to their design 
that echoes the forms of  the past, they fit perfectly in rooms 
decorated in a classic style. The double shell ensures perfect 
thermal insulation keeping water hot for a long time, while the 
legs in chrome plated iron reconfirm the current trend giving an 
elegant complement to your interior design.

Modern: an avant-garde design
Ideal for modern environments, furnished according to more 
contemporary styles. The lines are essential, the aesthetics 
minimalist and the organic and rounded forms recall natural 
elements. All the baths in the range have double acrylic shell 
constructed as a single piece so as to ensure a greater thermal 
insulation and guarantee a long, warm and welcoming embrace.

infinito
anima 
ardore
define 
morphosis
landau
ithaca
asti
darcy

aura uno
argusto

biella
arba
tabiano
conforto double ended soaker
conforto soaker
conforto compact soaker

Self Paint
Alongside gloss white finish your bath can be supplied as a Self  Paint 
option. That means that the exterior of  the bath is sanded, primed 
and ready for you to add your own personal choice of  colour.

Personalized colour choice 
In order to have your bath in tune with your paint, wallpaper, 
curtains or blinds, you can choose from over 139 colour options 
and really put your personal stamp on your bathroom. Your bath 
will be cast in your Personal coloured Acrylic ensuring a deep 
colour and long lasting look.

To find out more about our range of  colour options, talk to your 
nearest approved retailer.
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A cradle that wraps your body 
in the caress of water
It is born from the earth and opens up to the sky. 
Harmoniously in tune with the surrounding space. 
Minimal, a concentrated blend of  contemporary 
lines and formal purity: a design which continues 
into infinity. All the senses are involved in wellness. 
Infinito was born from the design by Carlo Urbinati 
and Techstone®, a completely new concept, which 
lends itself  to a multi-sensory experience of  the 
time devoted to the bath. An exclusive concept that 
bears the Jacuzzi® signature. An essential bath, which 
is unexpected, but above all contemporary. 

infinito
freestanding
180 x 80 54/63,5h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

1

180

5
4 6

4

8
0

120

not handed

Included Optional●

Features
Techstone® material ●

Integrated overflow ●

Prefitted click clack waste ●

Code Infinito

9450136A infinito freestanding bath

anima
freestanding
190 x 100 x 60h cm
design Groove

6
0

8
9

.1
1

0
0

190

not handed

Wengé

Teak

finishes

Included Optional●●

Cocoon yourself  from the noise and stress of  
the outside world in the protective shell that is 
the Anima freestanding bath. This generously 
proportioned bath allows total immersion of   
the body whilst the visible Teak or Wengé wood 
frame raises the bath slightly to create a truly  
regal bathing experience.

Features
Headrest 2

Wooden frame support ●

Waste prefitted ●

Code Anima

JBSANI701 anima freestanding bath teak

JBSANI702 anima freestanding bath wengé

● (Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath)(Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath)
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188
163

9468
.5

62
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ardore
freestanding
193 x 94 x 68.5h cm
design Jacuzzi®

62

68
.5

 

193

23.6

Included Optional●●

not handed

The Ardore concept redefines the freestanding 
bath turning it into something to behold and the 
centrepiece of  even the most stylish bathroom. 
With its sleek lines, two tone finish and distinctive 
shape the Ardore features a luxury bathing depth 
that allows total immersion and a gel backrest adds 
to the bathing experience.

Features
Movable gel head and back rest ●

Generous depth and width of bath allows for total immersion ●

Waste prefitted ●

Personal colour option ●

Code Ardore

JBSARD701 ardore freestanding 1930x940 nth

define
freestanding
188 x 94 x 62h cm
design Jacuzzi®

Inspired by geometric shapes the seamless Define 
freestanding bath would suit many modern 
bathroom suites. The extra depth of  this bath 
combined with the gel cushion headrest provides a 
luxuriously deep bathing experience.

Features
Seamless finish for maximum impact ●

Superior strength due to 5 layer acrylic construction ●

Waste & Overflow prefitted ●

Gel head rest ●

Code Define

JNXBTHWWASTECHR define

Included Optional●

not handed

●(Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath) (Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath)
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morphosis
freestanding
190 x 95 x 60h cm
design Jacuzzi®

not handed not handed

95

Included Optional●●

Features
Seamless finish for maximum impact ●

Superior strength due to 5 layer acrylic construction ●

Waste & Overflow prefitted ●

Smooth lines and a clean-cut shape create a 
dramatic centrepiece for your bathroom but they 
hide a curvaceous bathing area that will cocoon 
you in the soothing water.

Code Morphosis

JMOBTH WHI morphosis

landau
freestanding
155 x 81 x 62h cm
design Jacuzzi®

108

155.5

22.8

80
.5

81
62

The Landau by its very shape invites you to 
luxuriate, add the colour of  your choice to make 
it harmonise perfectly with you bathroom to 
create a unique look and feel. The hand layered 
acrylistone materials give you a tough, gloss 
surface with hidden strength and durability.

Included Optional●

Features
Maximum bathing comfort with sweeping back support ●

Prefitted with a click clack waste ●

Available to order in a personal colour by choosing from 139 RAL colours ●

Code Landau

JBSLAN100 landau - white

JBSLAN800 landau - personalised colour

● (Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath)
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asti
freestanding
170 x 75 x 62h cm
design Jacuzzi®

not handed

not handed

A contemporary alternative to a freestanding 
Claw foot bath. This minimalist, streamlined bath 
features a gentle scalloping on the side panel for a 
distinctive design statement.

Included Optional●

Features
Available in white and pre-primed paintable finish for extra personalisation ●

Supplied fitted with Click Clack waste and overflow ●

Twin skinned bath with cast stone rim reinforcement gives great strength ●

Generous bathing area for a deep soak ●

Code Asti

JBSCON702 asti - self  paint

JBSCON701 asti - white

●Included Optional●●

Features
Available in white and pre-primed paintable finish for extra personalisation ●

Supplied fitted with Click Clack waste and overflow ●

Twin skinned bath with cast stone rim reinforcement gives great strength ●

Generous bathing area for a deep soak ●

Code Ithaca

JBSITH702 ithaca - self  paint

JBSITH701 ithaca - white

A generously sized freestanding bath with an 
elegant shape. Can be painted at home using 
water-based kitchen or bathroom paint or a good 
quality eggshell or emulsion.

ithaca
freestanding
180 x 80 x 57h cm
design Jacuzzi®

(Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath) (Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath)
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Features
Available in white and pre-primed paintable finish for extra personalisation ●

Twin skinned bath with cast stone rim reinforcement gives great strength ●

Generous bathing area for a deep soak ●

darcy
freestanding
170 x 75 x 60h cm
design  Jacuzzi®

Code Darcy

JBSTRA702 darcy - self  paint

JBSTRA701 darcy - white

not handed

A beautiful claw foot bath with the charm of  a 
traditional cast Iron bath but the warmth and 
practicality of  a modern high quality acrylic bath. 
Can be painted at home using water-based kitchen 
or bathroom paint or a good quality eggshell or 
emulsion to match your bathroom decor.

Included Optional●● (Feet and waste supplied separately. Freestanding brassware must be used with this bath.)
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argusto
built-in
190 x 120 x 45h cm
design Jacuzzi®

aura uno
built-in
180 x 90 x 66h cm
design Carlo Urbinati

180

9
0

6
6

1
3

5
3

Included IncludedOptional Optional● ●● ●

LH-RH

Wengé

Teak Piasentina stone

White Carrara marble Absolute black granite

finishes

not handed

A pure and simple expression of  style in the bathroom: Aura Uno Design is 
the shell that interprets the warmth and natural beauty of  wood in a strictly 
contemporary shape. Teak, Wengè coloured wood and Urban Wood: the 
three different finishes used for the top make of  Aura Uno Design a veritable 
furnishing item capable of  distinguishing the environment with its personality.

The stunning double inset luxury bath has a 
bathing area with more than enough space for two 
and with the extra width, stretching your legs is 
not a problem.

Features
Brassware ●

Headrest 1
Rim overflow ●

Waste control 
concealed below the top

●

Wood frame ●

Marble frame ●

Features
Design and styling allow for double bathing ●

Designed for inset installation only ●

Luxury gel headrest ●

Code Aura Uno

JAUNWBTHNBWMTAB n/w bth n/b w/surr - ab black

JAUNWBTHNBWMTCW n/w bth n/b w/surr - carr w

JAUNWBTHNBWMTMS n/w bth n/b w/surr - m stone

JAUNWBLHWBWMTAB n/w bth w/b LH w/s - ab black

JAUNWBLHWBWMTCW n/w bth w/b LH w/s - carr w

JAUNWBLHWBWMTMS n/w bth w/b LH w/s - m stone

JAUNWBRHWBWMTAB n/w bth w/b RH w/s - ab black

JAUNWBRHWBWMTCW n/w bth w/b RH w/s - carr w

JAUNWBRHWBWMTMS n/w bth w/b RH w/s - m stone

Code Aura Uno

9450075A no brassware teak

9450076A no brassware wengé

9450081A with brassware LH teak

9450082A with brassware LH wengé

9450078A with brassware RH teak

9450079A with brassware RH wengé
Code Argusto

JBSARG501 bath
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biella
wall
180 x 80.5 x 57h cm
design Jacuzzi®
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This flexible contemporary bath gives a freestanding 
appearance when fitted against a wall. The one piece 
curved panel gently rolls underneath the bath to give 
a striking floating effect.

Included Optional●●

Features
Bath interior designed to maximise bathing space ●

Gently sloping backrest provides double bathing comfort ●

Luxury gel headrest ●

Code Biella

JBSBIE601 bath & panel

Code Arba

JBSARB401 bath & panel LH

JBSARB402 bath & panel RH

arba
corner 
168.5 x 75 x 56h cm
design Jacuzzi®

This offset corner bath allows a generous bathing 
area to be installed in the smallest of  situations 
and with its flowing clean lines it will add 
contemporary styling to any bathroom.

Included Optional●●

Features
Compact design to for the smaller bathroom ●

Bath Panel ●

Luxury Gel Headrest ●

not handed

LH - RH



not handed

left hand panel shown
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tabiano
freestanding
170 x 80 x 57h cm
design Jacuzzi®

The versatile Tabiano bath has a large circular area 
at one end to give the option of  creating an integral 
shower situation, making it ideal for those who wish 
to enjoy the luxury of  relaxing for a while in the bath 
or taking a quick refreshing shower.

Features
Integral recessed full size shower area. ●

Suitable for installation with shower screen. ●

Curved backrest for added comfort ●

Included Optional●

Code Tabiano

JBSTAB302 tabiano 1500

JBSTAB301 tabiano 1700

conforto double ended soaker
corner
168.5 x 80 x 42h cm
design Jacuzzi® 80

168.5

24
.5 10

5.
1

5.5

42

6The Double allows for a slightly more luxury 
feel for your bathroom. With 2 headrests and a 
centrally mounted tap the bath will make more of  
a statement in your bathroom.

Included Optional●●

Features
Bath interior designed to maximise bathing space ●

Gently sloping backrest provides double bathing comfort ●

Luxury gel headrest ●

Code
Conforto 
double ended soaker

JBSCFO602 1685 x 800 db 0th ng j+

not handed



left hand panel shown left hand panel shown
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conforto soaker
corner
168.5 x 68.5 x 56h cm
168.5 x 75 x 56h cm
168.5 x 80 x 56h cm
design Jacuzzi®

conforto compact soaker
corner
150 x 68.5 x 42h cm
160 x 68.5 x 42h cm
design Jacuzzi®
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This bath is designed to fit into the space that you 
have already but bringing the quality and design 
of  Conforto to that space. Offering 3 choices of  
width it maximises your bathing area.

The Compact Soaker allows you to get the bathing 
experience you want despite how compact your 
bathroom maybe. The Soaker allows you to enjoy 
the comfort that only Conforto can deliver as it 
supports your back as you bathe in just 160cm or 
a 150cm long bath.

Included IncludedOptional Optional● ●● ●

Features

Sculptured lumbar, back and neck shaping for the 
best in comfort bathing

●

Specifically designed rim to work with the Conforto 
Shower Screen creates a leak-free combination

●

Streamlined contemporary design that will suit all 
bathroom styles

●

Chrome Bath Grips ●

Features

Sculptured lumbar, back and neck shaping for the 
best in comfort bathing

●

Specifically designed rim to work with the Conforto 
Shower Screen creates a leak-free combination

●

Streamlined contemporary design that will suit all 
bathroom styles

●

Chrome Bath Grips ●

Code Conforto compact soaker

JBSCFO330 1500x685 0th dg j+

JBSCFO320 1500x685 0th ng j+

JBSCFO332 1600x685 0th dg j+

JBSCFO322 1600x685 0th ng j+

Code Conforto soaker

JBSCFO334 1685x685 0th dg j+

JBSCFO324 1685x685 0th ng j+

JBSCFO336 1685x750 0th dg j+

JBSCFO326 1685x750 0th ng j+

JBSCFO338 1685x800 0th dg j+

JBSCFO328 1685x800 0th ng j+

not handednot handed



conforto shower screen only to be used with conforto baths
right hand shown

universal bath screen to fit almost any bath

143142

conforto shower screen

81.5 x 151h cm
design Jacuzzi®

nevada shower screen
single/single with infill 
81 x 150h cm
design Jacuzzi®

15
0

81

15
0

96

Code Hexis

JOBCFO100 jd conforto single obs ctd w rail LH 

JOBCFO101 jd conforto single obs ctd w rail RH 

Code Hexis

JOBNEV101 nevada single and infill chrome

JOBNEV100 nevada single screen chrome

LH-RH

not handed

Included●

Features

Specially designed to work in harmony with the Conforto bath ●

Provides a leak free connection ●

Clear glass screen including handle and rail ●

Rising barrel hinges for a smooth opening ●
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brassware

Aesthetic research, perfect functionality, design and study of  materials describe a global wellness world belonging to  
the universe of  water. For Jacuzzi® a perfect blend of  perfection and innovation materialises in the bathroom brassware,  
a detail of  quality and excellence.

arina
aura
morphosis
veya
jacuzzi 4 pc
highgrove

Code Product Description

JBRARI305 ARINA 3 hole bath shower mixer, brassware pressure 1 Bar

JBRARI312 ARINA floor mounted bsm, brassware pressure 1 Bar

JBRAUR305 AURA 4 hole bath shower mixer, brassware pressure 2 Bar

JBRMOR304 MORPHOSIS morphosis 4 hole bath mixer - angled, brassware pressure 2 Bar

JBRMOR314 MORPHOSIS morphosis 4 hole bath mixer - round, brassware pressure 2 Bar

JBRVEY315 VEYA veya 2 th bath filler, brassware pressure 0.5 Bar

JBRJAC305 Jacuzzi® jacuzzi® 4 hole bath shower mixer, brassware pressure 1 Bar

JBRHIG302 HIGHGROVE bath shower mixer bridge, brassware pressure 0.2 Bar

JBRHIG311 HIGHGROVE deck mounting legs, brassware pressure 0.2 Bar

ARINA
floor mounted 
bath shower mixer

AURA

JACUZZI®

MORPHOSIS round VEYA

MORPHOSIS angled

HIGHGROVE

ARINA
bath shower mixer

Code Product Description

JANC0326 HEADREST universal gel headrest

JATHRESTBLACK HEADREST jacuzzi® lux colour headrest black

JATHRESTBLUE HEADREST jacuzzi® lux colour headrest blue

JATHRESTORANGE HEADREST jacuzzi® lux colour headrest orange

JACCFO100 HEADREST soft gel neck support - grey

JACCFO106 CHROME GRIPS conforto chrome grips

MANC0879 WASTE universal bath pop up waste chrome

GBATOPWECHRO WASTE extended bath pop up waste

BACWAS100 WASTE exposed waste and overflow kit for traditonal 
freestanding bath

BACWAS102 WASTE freestanding bath trap chrome

JBRJAC316 WASTE overflow bath filler waste

JBRJAC317 WASTE extended overflow bath filler waste for argusto bath

MANC0872 FEET feet for traditonal roll top - white (pack of  4)

MANC0888 FEET feet for traditonal roll top - chrome (pack of  4)

accessories



Jacuzzi® Service: you’re in safe hands
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All Jacuzzi® products are guaranteed against manufacturing defect.  
A registration form comes affixed to the packaging of  Jacuzzi® branded 
products and can be completed and returned by post or registered at  
www.jacuzzi.co.uk. We also have our own team of  Jacuzzi® engineers  
who are highly trained and ready to solve any issues that you may have.



JAcuzzi SPA & BATH LTD

Old Mill Lane
Low Road
Hunslet
Leeds
LS10 1RB
Phone +44 (0)1274 471888
www.jacuzzi.co.uk
retailersales@jacuzziemea.com

JAcuzzi EuROPE S.p.A.

Socio unico
Direzione e coordinamento
Jacuzzi Brands, corp. (uSA)
S.S. Pontebbana Km 97,200
33098 Valvasone (PN) italia
Tel. +39 (0)434 859111
Fax +39 (0)434 85278
www.jacuzzi.it
info@jacuzzi.it

JAcuzzi WHiRLPOOL GmbH

Humboldtstr. 30/32
D-70771 Leinfelden-Echterdingen
Deutschland
Tel. +49 (0)711 93324740 
Fax +49 (0)711 93324750
www.jacuzzi.eu
info-de@jacuzzi.it

Prior to installing a Jacuzzi product always refer to the technical datasheets and instructions manuals available for download from www.jacuzzi.co.uk to ensure that you have the 
correct water pressure, electrical requirements and space needed to fully enjoy your purchase.

INFORMATION
Once you have chosen your bathroom you need to consider the practicalities.Many of our whirlpool baths and steam cabins are high performance items that have specific water 
pressure requirements between 1.5 and 2 bar. You may need a pump to increase your water pressure and in thecase of steam cabinets, a ‘negative head’ style pump is maybe required.
When mixing water and electricityin a bathroom it is important to seek professional advice with regards to current regulations. We specify for installation of our whirlpool baths 
hot and cold water supply of balanced pressures, standard 13amp mains using 2.5mm core cable, unless installing the Aura range with built-in heaterswhich require 20amp mains 
using 4mm core cable. We recommend that you visit your local Jacuzzi® Bathroom Specialist, who will not only assist with planning your bathroom, but will advise on all the practical 
requirements for your bathroom choice. 

All prices are recommended retail including VAT at 20%. All dimensions are nominal and are given as an approximate size for guidance. Our policy is one of continual improvement 
and we reserve the right to change specification, colour and prices without prior notice.
 
The data and information given here are not binding for Jacuzzi, which reserves the right to make any modifications necessary without prior notice or replacements.
 
DuPont™ and Corian® are registered trademarks or trademarks of E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company or its affiliates.
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JAcuzzi BATHROOM ESPAÑA

c/ comte urgell, 252 local 4
08036 Barcelona, España
Tel. +34 (0)932 385031
Fax +34 (0)932 385032
www.jacuzzi.eu
info-es@jacuzzi.it

JAcuzzi FRANcE SAS

8, route de Paris
03305 cuSSET
FRANcE
Tél: +33 (0)4 70 30 90 50
Fax +33 (0)4 70 97 41 90
www.jacuzzifrance.com
info@jacuzzifrance.com




